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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] The present application claims priority from
U.S. provisional patent application 61/505,617 titled
CONTROLLER DRIVEN OAM FOR OPENFLOW, filed
July 08, 2011.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The embodiments of the invention are related
to the implementation of operations, administration and
management (OAM) functions for OpenFlow. Specifical-
ly, the embodiments of the invention relate to a method
and system for initiating OpenFlow data flow monitoring
and metric collection to service OAM functions at the
OpenFlow controller.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Unlike the traditional network architecture,
which integrates both the forwarding (data) and the con-
trol planes in the same box (network element); a split
architecture network decouples these two planes and ex-
ecutes the control plane on servers that might be in dif-
ferent physical locations from the forwarding elements
(switches). The use of a split architecture in a network
enables the simplification of the switches implementing
the forwarding plane and shifts the intelligence of the
network into a number of controllers that oversee the
switches.
[0004] The tight coupling of the forwarding and control
planes in a traditional architecture usually results in an
overly complicated control plane and complex network
management. This is known to create a large burden and
high barrier to new protocols and technology develop-
ments. Despite the rapid improvement of line speeds,
port densities, and performance, the network control
plane mechanisms have advanced at a much slower
pace than the forwarding plane mechanisms.
[0005] In a split architecture network, controllers col-
lect information from switches, and compute and distrib-
ute the appropriate forwarding decisions to switches.
Controllers and switches use a protocol to communicate
and exchange information. An example of such protocol
is OpenFlow (see www.openflow.org), which provides an
open and standard method for a switch to communicate
with a controller, and it has drawn significant interest from
both academics and industry.
[0006] WO 2011/062120 describes a dynamic route
branching system that selects a branching method such
as copying or division at branching points in accordance
with network conditions.

SUMMARY

[0007] A method performed by a network element im-

plementing an OpenFlow controller, the OpenFlow con-
troller including an operations, administration and man-
agement (OAM) module. The OAM module services an
OAM function request in a network implementing Open-
Flow. The method requests that a subset of OpenFlow
switches in the network report metrics for an OpenFlow
data flow to provide the OAM module with information
for executing the requested OAM function. The method
comprising the steps of receiving by an OAM module of
the network element a request to execute the OAM func-
tion, generating a trigger monitoring message by the
OAM module, the trigger monitoring message defining
actions to be performed by an OpenFlow switch in the
subset of OpenFlow switches, wherein the actions are
to provide the metrics for the OpenFlow data flow, send-
ing the trigger monitoring message to the OpenFlow
switch, receiving a plurality of monitor response messag-
es from the subset of OpenFlow switches, each of the
plurality of monitor response messages including the
metrics for the OpenFlow data flow, correlating the plu-
rality of monitor response messages with the OAM func-
tion request, executing the requested OAM function us-
ing the metrics of the OpenFlow data flow by the OAM
module, and returning a result of the requested OAM
function.
[0008] A method performed by a network element im-
plementing an OpenFlow switch, the OpenFlow switch
including a protocol agent and an OpenFlow switch mod-
ule. The OpenFlow switch reports metrics for an Open-
Flow data flow to an OpenFlow controller, wherein the
metrics support operations, administration and manage-
ment (OAM) functionality of the OpenFlow controller. The
OpenFlow switch forwards an OAM packet with the
OpenFlow data flow and collects the metrics for the
OpenFlow data flow. The method comprising the steps
of receiving by the OpenFlow switch a trigger monitoring
message from the OpenFlow controller, generating an
OAM packet by the protocol agent, the OAM packet de-
fined by the trigger monitoring message, forwarding the
OAM packet through the OpenFlow switch module to ag-
gregate the OAM packet with the OpenFlow data flow,
detecting the OAM packet in the OpenFlow switch mod-
ule, generating a monitoring response message by the
protocol agent in response to the detecting of the OAM
packet, collecting the metrics from the OpenFlow switch
module for the OpenFlow data flow and OAM data pack-
et; and sending the monitor response message with the
metrics to the OpenFlow controller.
[0009] A network element implements an OpenFlow
controller. The OpenFlow controller services an OAM
function request in a network implementing OpenFlow.
The OpenFlow controller to request that a subset of
OpenFlow switches in the network report metrics for an
OpenFlow data flow to provide the information for exe-
cuting the requested OAM function. The network element
comprises the OpenFlow controller including an opera-
tions, administration and management (OAM) module
and a message correlation module. The OAM module is
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configured to process the OAM function request by ex-
ecuting an OAM function specified by the OAM function
request and generate a trigger monitoring message, the
trigger monitoring message defining actions to be per-
formed by an OpenFlow switch in the subset of OpenFlow
switches, wherein the actions are to provide the metrics
for the OpenFlow data flow, wherein the OAM module is
configured to send the trigger monitoring message to the
OpenFlow switch, to execute the requested OAM func-
tion using the metrics of the OpenFlow data flow provided
by the message correlation module, and to return a result
of the requested OAM function. The message correlation
module is communicatively coupled to OAM module. The
message correlation module is configured to receive a
plurality of monitor response messages from the subset
of OpenFlow switches, each of the plurality of monitor
response messages including the metrics for the Open-
Flow data flow, wherein the message correlation module
is configured to correlate the plurality of monitor response
messages with the OAM function request.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] The present invention is illustrated by way of
example, and not by way of limitation, in the figures of
the accompanying drawings in which like references in-
dicate similar elements. It should be noted that different
references to "an" or "one" embodiment in this disclosure
are not necessarily to the same embodiment, and such
references mean at least one. Further, when a particular
feature, structure, or characteristic is described in con-
nection with an embodiment, it is submitted that it is within
the knowledge of one skilled in the art to affect such fea-
ture, structure, or characteristic in connection with other
embodiments whether or not explicitly described.

Figure 1 is a diagram of one embodiment of an ex-
ample architecture for a simple OpenFlow network.
Figure 2 is a diagram of one embodiment of a net-
work element executing a generic packet monitoring
mechanism and process.
Figure 3A is a diagram of a first embodiment of an
OpenFlow switch module.
Figure 3B is a diagram of a second embodiment of
an OpenFlow switch module.
Figure 4 is a diagram of a Openflow matching struc-
ture.
Figure 5 is a diagram of one embodiment of a con-
troller to switch OpenFlow message format
Figure 6 is a diagram of one embodiment of an in-
jection action format.
Figure 7A is a flowchart of one embodiment of a
process for inserting an OpenFlow OAM packet by
the OpenFlow switch module.
Figure 7B is a flowchart of one embodiment of a
process for preparing an OpenFlow OAM packet by
a virtual port of the network element.
Figure 8 is a flowchart of one embodiment of a proc-

ess for de-multimplexing.
Figure 9 is a diagram of one embodiment of an
OpenFlow network supporting OAM.
Figure 10 is a diagram of an example embodiment
of trigger monitoring message.
Figure 11 is a flowchart of one embodiment of a
process for OAM function request processing.
Figure 12 is a diagram of one example embodiment
of a monitor reporting message.
Figure 13 is a diagram of one example embodiment
of a monitor reporting message.
Figure 14 is a flowchart of one embodiment of a
process for OAM support at the OpenFlow switch.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0011] In the following description, numerous specific
details are set forth. However, it is understood that em-
bodiments of the invention may be practiced without
these specific details. In other instances, well-known cir-
cuits, structures and techniques have not been shown in
detail in order not to obscure the understanding of this
description. It will be appreciated, however, by one skilled
in the art, that the invention may be practiced without
such specific details. Those of ordinary skill in the art,
with the included descriptions, will be able to implement
appropriate functionality without undue experimentation.
[0012] The techniques shown in the figures can be im-
plemented using code and data stored and executed on
one or more electronic devices (e.g., an end station, a
network element, server or similar electronic devices).
Such electronic devices store and communicate (inter-
nally and/or with other electronic devices over a network)
code and data using non-transitory machine-readable or
computer-readable media, such as non-transitory ma-
chine-readable or computer-readable storage media
(e.g., magnetic disks; optical disks; random access mem-
ory; read only memory; flash memory devices; and
phase-change memory). In addition, such electronic de-
vices typically include a set of one or more processors
coupled to one or more other components, such as one
or more storage devices, user input/output devices (e.g.,
a keyboard, a touch screen, and/or a display), and net-
work connections. The coupling of the set of processors
and other components is typically through one or more
busses and bridges (also termed as bus controllers). The
storage devices represent one or more non-transitory
machine-readable or computer-readable storage media
and non-transitory machine-readable or computer-read-
able communication media. Thus, the storage device of
a given electronic device typically stores code and/or da-
ta for execution on the set of one or more processors of
that electronic device. Of course, one or more parts of
an embodiment of the invention may be implemented
using different combinations of software, firmware,
and/or hardware.
[0013] As used herein, a network element (e.g., a rout-
er, switch, bridge, or similar networking device.) is a piece
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of networking equipment, including hardware and soft-
ware that communicatively interconnects other equip-
ment on the network (e.g., other network elements, end
stations, or similar networking devices). Some network
elements are "multiple services network elements" that
provide support for multiple networking functions (e.g.,
routing, bridging, switching, Layer 2 aggregation, session
border control, multicasting, and/or subscriber manage-
ment), and/or provide support for multiple application
services (e.g., data collection).
[0014] In the following description and claims, the
terms ’coupled’ and ’connected,’ along with their deriva-
tives, may be used. It should be understood that these
terms are not intended as synonyms for each other. ’Cou-
pled’ is used to indicate that two or more elements, which
may or may not be in direct physical or electrical contact
with each other, co-operate or interact with each other.
’Connected’ is used to indicate the establishment of com-
munication between two or more elements that are cou-
pled with each other.
[0015] The embodiments of the invention provide a
method and system for avoiding the disadvantages of
the prior art. Most data plane technologies, such as Eth-
ernet or multi-protocol label switching (MPLS), used in
combination with OpenFlow have defined OAM solutions
that are specific to these technologies. The OAM solu-
tions defined by these data plane technologies provide
a mechanism to identify, inject, and de-multiplex the OAM
packets into/from a data flow. Also these OAM solutions
ensure correct fate sharing for OAM packets where the
OAM packets are forwarded in the same manner that the
service packets are forwarded through a network. How-
ever, OpenFlow does not provide support for any mech-
anism that enables OAM packet identification, injecting
or de-multiplexing. This makes the implementation of any
OAM solution in an OpenFlow domain impossible. Im-
plementing fate sharing for an OAM technology to be
used in OpenFlow requires special consideration about
the identification of OAM packets that is not supported
by the OpenFlow 1.1 specification.
[0016] Further, OpenFlow 1.1 does not define any
means for configuring an OpenFlow switch to perform
OAM functions. There are no established control mes-
sages for sending configuration information to the Open-
Flow switches or any control messages for activating
OAM related functionality at the OpenFlow switches.
Similarly, there are no control messages for receiving
OAM related data from the OpenFlow switches. The ab-
sence of any OAM support in OpenFlow requires the net-
work elements implementing the OpenFlow switches to
fully implement the OAM functionality of the other data
plane technologies such as Ethernet and MPLS, which
increases the cost of the network element.
[0017] The embodiments of the invention overcome
these disadvantages of the the prior art. The embodi-
ments of the invention. The embodiments of the invention
provide a process and systems for enabling OAM pack-
ets (i.e., tagged frames) to be inserted into an OpenFlow

data flow, and to be de-multiplexed from the OpenFlow
data flow. The process and system support fate sharing
for the OpenFlow OAM packets that ensures the Open-
Flow OAM packets take the same path through a network
between the source and destination of the data flow as
the other data packets of the data flow (i.e., data stream).
To distinguish the OpenFlow OAM packets (i.e., tagged
frames) from other OpenFlow data packets a matching
field that is not taken into account during matching for
the handling of the OpenFlow data packets is utilized to
identify the OAM packets. A non-allocated value of the
selected field’s domain is used to identify the OAM pack-
ets (tagged frames). To insert the OAM packets (tagged
frames) into any stage of the packet processing pipeline,
a new logical module is added to the OpenFlow switch
module. The new logical module is referred to herein as
the ’Packet Inject Logic’ (PIL). Two example implemen-
tation options are described herein. In the first example
implementation, the PIL is configured to manage the in-
jection of the OAM packets (tagged frames) on per-pack-
et basis; in the second example embodiment, the PIL
receives instructions directing the injection of the OAM
packet (tagged frame) from other switch modules of the
network element through meta data attached to the OAM
packet. In other example embodiments, the de-multiplex
process distinguishes between the OpenFlow data pack-
ets and the OpenFlow OAM packets (tagged frames) us-
ing an in-switch and/or a controller termination option.
The OpenFlow protocol is extended in order to support
the remote instruction of the PIL related to the identifica-
tion, injection and de-multiplexing of the OpenFlow OAM
packets.
[0018] In addition, the embodiments of the invention
implement all OAM related intelligence, including proc-
esses for initiating monitoring of OpenFlow data flows
and the collection of performance measurements at the
OpenFlow switch in response to control messages from
the OpenFlow controller, collecting the monitoring and
measurement results from all the OpenFlow switches in
a domain at the OpenFlow controller, processing these
results, and initiating subsequent actions based on these
results in the centralized OpenFlow controller. The Open-
Flow switches implement only basic and generic features
to provide sufficient metric information to the OpenFlow
controller.
[0019] The OpenFlow controller initiates the OpenFlow
data flow monitoring by instructing a first OpenFlow
switch that the OpenFlow data flow is traversing to send
an OAM packet and instructing the first OpenFlow switch
to collect data associated with forwarding the OAM pack-
et and the associated OpenFlow data flow. The first
OpenFlow switch sends feedback to the OpenFlow con-
troller about the OAM packets generated by the Open-
Flow switch in response to the instructions from the
OpenFlow controller. The feedback can include which
flow or group table entries matched on the OAM packets,
the values of counters of the matched entries, the time
stamps of the matches or similar information. Any other
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OpenFlow switch traversed by the OpenFlow data flow
can also sends similar feedback to the OpenFlow con-
troller if it is configured in advance to send a feedback to
the OpenFlow controller upon receiving an OAM packet.
[0020] Using the feedback information provided by the
OpenFlow switches related to the monitoring of OAM
packets and the associated OpenFlow data flow, the
OpenFlow controller can implement standard OAM func-
tions, like connectivity verification (CV), link trace (LT),
delay measurement (DM), lost measurement (LM) for
any OpenFlow data flow.

OpenFlow Architecture

[0021] Figure 1 is a diagram showing an overview of
the OpenFlow interface between a switch and a control-
ler. OpenFlow defines a logical switch model, which in-
cludes defining packet forwarding and processing func-
tions of the logical switch making use of a generic table-
based model in the form of a flow table to create a packet
processing pipeline. The tables defined in this table mod-
el comprise rows where each row describes a packet
handling alternative with three fields: rules, actions and
counters. The rules specify the circumstances under
which the actions are to be executed. In each instance
where the actions are applied, the corresponding counter
is updated.
[0022] In the OpenFlow 1.1 specification, two table
types, the flow table and the group table, have been de-
fined. In a flow table the rule field contains a vector of
attributes from the header. This vector contains variables
of the Ethernet, the MPLS, the IP and the TCP/UDP head-
ers. The rule of the group table is an index identifying the
action in a list of actions to be executed for the packet.
The group table thereby supports complex actions such
as multicast and protection.
[0023] The packet processing pipeline is formed by a
sequence of flow tables followed by one group table. Any
packet entering the switch is automatically processed ac-
cording to the first flow table. As a result of matching the
packet in the first flow table, the packet can be updated,
sent out through a port or sent for further processing to
a subsequent table. Meta data can be assigned to the
packet during processing in each flow table and passed
to the subsequent tables. If the packet is sent to a sub-
sequent table, it will then be processed according to that
flow table. The packet can be processed by each table
in the pipeline or can be forwarded to a port or any par-
ticular table in the pipeline thereby bypassing processing
of intermediate tables.
[0024] The final table in the packet processing pipeline
is the group table. The group table consists of group en-
tries. The ability for packets in a particular data flow (i.e.,
a particular flow) to point to a group enables OpenFlow
to represent additional methods of forwarding the pack-
ets of that flow (e.g., select, all, fast failover, and similar
actions). There are Action Buckets associated with a
group table entry, where each action bucket contains a

set of actions to execute. The group table entry deter-
mines which Action Bucket to execute, where the possi-
ble actions are similar to those defined in the flow tables.
The de-coupled control platform of the split architecture
eases the task of modifying the network control logic and
provides a programmatic interface upon which develop-
ers can build a wide variety of new protocols and man-
agement applications. In this model, the data and control
planes can evolve and scale independently, while the
cost of the data plane elements is reduced.

Network Element Architecture

[0025] The embodiments of the invention are imple-
mented in a network element such as a router or switch
in a wide area network, such as the Internet, or similar
network. An example network element is illustrated in
Figure 2. The network element 201 can include a network
processor 203 that processes packets received from in-
coming physical ports 221 and transmitted by the outgo-
ing physical ports 223, which each connect the network
element to a network or set of networks. A ’set,’ as used
herein refers to any positive whole number of items in-
cluding one item.
[0026] The incoming physical ports 221 and outgoing
physical ports 223 manage physical and link level data
processing. The incoming physical ports 221 handle in-
coming data traffic at the physical and link level by fram-
ing or similarly processing the incoming signal and pro-
viding this data to the network processor 203 for further
processing. Similarly, the outgoing physical ports 223
handle outgoing data traffic at the physical and link level
by deframing or similar processing to transmit it to other
devices over a connected network. These two sets of
ports function together to enable communication with any
number of other devices over a network using any
number or combination of links.
[0027] The network processor 203 can include a set
of switch modules, virtual ports and protocol agents
amongst other components. Those components relevant
to understanding the OpenFlow OAM process are illus-
trated and discussed while other components are omitted
for sake of clarity. The switch modules can include non-
OpenFlow switch modules 205 and OpenFlow switch
modules 209. Non-OpenFlow switch modules 205 can
be any number of modules dedicated to processing the
forwarding and handling of data packets including e.g.,
the creation or termination of OAM frames. The Open-
Flow switch module 209 is described herein in further
detail in regard to Figures 3A and 3B. The OpenFlow
switch module 209 implements the flow table and man-
ages the forwarding and processing of all OpenFlow data
packets.
[0028] The OpenFlow protocol agent 207 manages the
communication between the network element 201 and
the controller. The OpenFlow protocol agent 207 proc-
esses the OpenFlow control messages received from the
OpenFlow controller and generates OpenFlow messag-
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es to the controller as needed. The OpenFlow protocol
agent 207 can include support for receiving configuration
messages to insert OAM packets into a data flow and
can include support for sending received OAM packets
to the OpenFlow controller for processing.
[0029] In one embodiment, the virtual ports 211A and
211B can optionally provide a preprocessing of OAM
packets received by the network element 201. OAM
packets can be directed to these virtual ports to process
and update the meta data of these OAM packets. In one
embodiment, OAM packets can be directed to these vir-
tual ports by sources of the OAM packets in which case
the meta data of the OAM packets is updated by the port
as directed by the source to ensure proper forwarding or
processing by the OpenFlow switch module.
[0030] In another embodiment, the virtual ports 211A
and 211B modify or update the meta data in a manner
specific to that virtual port. In this embodiment, the sourc-
es of the OAM packets direct the OAM packets to the
virtual ports so that they will be processed in the manner
known for that virtual port.

Packet Identification

[0031] The embodiments of the invention describe a
generic configuration method for identifying certain pack-
ets of an OpenFlow data flow in an OpenFlow switch,
which allows the identification of those packets and en-
sures the fate sharing with packets belonging to the data
flow.
[0032] To identify specific packets, such as OAM pack-
ets in an OpenFlow data flow, the embodiments of the
invention utilize fields in the OpenFlow data packets that
are not utilized during matching (i.e., not considered
when determining how a data packet is to be forwarded
across a network). Such fields are referred to as wildcard
or wildcarded fields. These fields can be used to distin-
guish a certain packet from the other data packets in a
data flow by an OpenFlow switch. Any number or com-
bination of these fields of the OpenFlow packets can be
selected as a matching field so long as they are not taken
into account in identifying the data flow or for making
forwarding decisions. The value used to identify the OAM
packets when placed in the selected matching field’s do-
main can be any value that is not used by any valid data
packet.
[0033] Figure 4 is a diagram of an example OpenFlow
matching structure encompassing a data packet or data
frame. In the illustrated example wildcard sections and
fields can be used to identifying certain packets (referred
to as tagged packets) in the example cases of an Ethernet
and/or an IP flow. Note these examples do not preclude
the use of other fields, for example priority fields can be
also used for tagging.

Packet Injection

[0034] In one embodiment, any OpenFlow switch that

is directed by its OpenFlow controller or other source to
inject packets (referred to as tagged packets) such as
OAM packets into a data flow is dealing with packets to
be injected that are generated by an entity (i.e., source)
that may not be a part of the OpenFlow forwarding mech-
anism. Such an entity can be for instance an external
OAM module attached to the switch (e.g., the non-Open-
Flow switch module 205) or the OpenFlow controller. The
tagged packets generated by such entities can be re-
ceived by the OpenFlow switch module through virtual
ports. In one embodiment, any packets entering the
OpenFlow switch module through a physical or virtual
port must be sent through the whole packet processing
pipeline.
[0035] Figures 3A and 3B are diagrams of two exam-
ple embodiments of the processing, injection and detect-
ing of the OpenFlow OAM packets in an OpenFlow switch
module. The processes implemented by these example
OpenFlow switch modules each start with the initial
processing of the data flows at the first flow table. In one
example configuration illustrated in Figure 3A, the data
packets of different smaller flows can be aggregated into
a common larger flow. A flow entry will be defined in the
flow tables for each smaller flow; the actions of these
entries will direct the update of the data packets to fit
them into the new aggregated flow. A second flow entry
can be deployed in a subsequent table that will describe
the common flow.
[0036] The example embodiments of the invention
adds a new module, the Packet Inject Logic (PIL) 301,
to the OpenFlow switch module 109 and places it in front
of the packet processing pipeline. The PIL 301 checks
the meta data associated with each received data packet
or the content of the data packet to determine whether
to send the data packet through the default processing
pipeline starting with the first table after the PIL 301 or
to insert the data packet into a subsequent flow table in
the pipeline. In this latter case the PIL 301 can also define
meta data (i.e., write meta data to the data packet) that
can be considered during matching in the subsequent
tables.
[0037] In the first example embodiment in Figure 3A,
the PIL 301 utilizes the extensible matching capability of
OpenFlow 1.1 to implement a PIL analysis based data
packet handling process. The PIL module 301 is imple-
mented by the first flow table and the other flow tables
are shifted to the next subsequent flow table. For instance
the first flow table is actually implemented by the second
flow table, and so on. The matching performed by each
flow table examines the meta data provided together with
the packet data and/or the header fields of the data pack-
et can be considered. In this latter case, a new matching
type can be defined if the standard matching types cannot
match on the desired packet fields. In this example PIL
analysis embodiment, the new PIL matching table 303
lists all packets that should be inserted into later pipeline
stages while the default action for that table (i.e., what to
do with non-matching packets) is to send these non-
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matching packets to the next table.
[0038] In the second example embodiment illustrated
in Figure 3B, the PIL module 301 implements a meta
data directed data packet handling process. The PIL
module 301 receives the meta data passed together with
the data packet, where this meta data explicitly deter-
mines at what pipeline stage the packet must be included
into the common data flow. In this embodiment, the PIL
module 301 reads the meta data of each data packet and
passes the data packet to the proper flow table or to the
group table to join the data packet to the common flow.
In this example meta data directed packet handling em-
bodiment, the meta data or packet data can include any
number of attributes such as an attribute that is (1) the
identifier of the flow table (0-255 according to OpenFlow
1.1) to which the data packet is to be forwarded. In the
case when the packet is sent directly to the Group Table,
then the attribute can be (2) the table ID set to a value
out of the flow table id domain (e.g., 256 in case of Open-
Flow 1.1). Other attributes can include (3) the Group ID
where the table ID can be set to the Group Table constant
otherwise it may not be considered) and other (4) meta
data to be used during maitching.
[0039] To realize the first example PIL analysis based
embodiment illustrated in Figure 3A, the content of the
OpenFlow OAM packets (tagged packets) is utilized (i.e.,
used for matching) to determine how the OAM packet is
to be handled. In the case of OAM packets, the content
of the OAM packet must be checked (for instance MEP
IDs) to select the appropriate table or group. To match
on these fields the OpenFlow switch module can imple-
ment a new matching type. Furthermore, these new
matching types are specific to the type of the tagged
packet. In some limited scenarios, the current switch im-
plementation can support the packet injection without any
significant hardware updates. Rather, the functionality
described herein can be partly or wholly implemented in
software configuration by configuring the OpenFlow
switch module 109 to shift the standard flow table
processing and insert the PIL into the first flow table.
[0040] In the second meta data directed implementa-
tion illustrated in Figure 3B, extensions to the OpenFlow
switch module 109 are necessary. However, these ex-
tensions are not solution specific. Since the decision on
what to do with the packet is actually determined by a
module external to the OpenFlow switch module the
changes to the OpenFlow switch module to include the
PIL module 301 can be generic to all scenarios.
[0041] In regard to the OpenFlow switch module 109
configuration, the first PIL analysis based embodiment
of Figure 3A, requires continually maintaining and con-
figuring the first table (i.e., the PIL module 301). To insert
a new class of tagged packet in PIL module 301, the first
table must be extended with appropriate flow rules to
match and handle the new class of tagged packet. In the
second meta data directed implementation of Figure 3B,
there is no need to do continual configuration manage-
ment.

Virtual Ports

[0042] Both implementations illustrated in Figures 3A
and 3B assume that some information is provided and
attached as meta data to the data packet being proc-
essed by the PIL, where this meta data is provided or
attached by the physical or virtual port from which the
data packet is received by the OpenFlow switch module.
In one embodiment, the physical and or virtual ports are
extended such that the ports shall be able to pass meta
data along with the data packet to the OpenFlow switch
module and the PIL in the OpenFlow switch model is be
able to interpret the received meta data during packet
processing. Depending on the source of such information
placed into the meta data by the physical port or virtual
port two alternative embodiments are differentiated an
external source embodiment and an internal definition
embodiment.
[0043] In an external source embodiment, the meta da-
ta is generated by the source of the packet, e.g., the
OpenFlow controller. In this case a virtual port copies the
meta data provided by the source into the meta data of
the data packet to be passed to the OpenFlow switch
module. This external source embodiment does not re-
quire any configuration updates of existing OpenFlow vir-
tual port configuration procedures.
[0044] In the internal definition embodiment, the meta
data for a data packet is generated by the virtual port
itself. In this embodiment, the granularity of the definition
of the meta data is tied to the receiving virtual port, i.e.,
all packets from the same virtual port will be treated in
the same way; each of the data packets will be given the
same meta data and as a result will be injected by the
PIL into the same stage of the pipeline. The configuration
of these virtual ports can be a specialized process or
protocol managed by the OpenFlow controller.
[0045] In regard to the handling of OAM packets, the
OpenFlow controller is one source of the OAM (tagged)
packets. For instance the OpenFlow controller may want
to check whether an OpenFlow data flow is configured
properly. If the system utilizes the meta data directed
packet handling embodiment, then the source of the data
packet must provide the meta data, as well. To make the
OpenFlow controller fulfill this requirement, the Open-
Flow protocol can be extended as described herein be-
low.

OpenFlow Message Option for Controller Generated 
Tagged Packets

[0046] A new OpenFlow message option defines a new
OpenFlow controller-to-switch message comprising the
following fields: (1) a common OpenFlow header, which
encodes the OpenFlow protocol version, the type and
the length of the message and a transaction identifier;
(2) an identifier of the incoming port, which is considered
during matching as in_port; (3) a start table index, where
the packet is injected, which can be set either to a valid
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table index or to a GROUP_TABLE constant; (4) a group
identifier, which is valid if a start table index is set to a
GROUP_TABLE constant, otherwise, it must be set to 0
by the controller and must be ignored by the switch; (5)
meta data to be used during matching; and (6) the OAM
packet to be inserted. An example layout of this message
is illustrated in Figure 5.
[0047] The GROUP_TABLE constant must be outside
of the valid flow table indexed to avoid collision. In Open
Flow 1.1, the flow tables are indexed from 0 to 255. So
the GROUP_TABLE can be any value larger than 255.

OpenFlow Action Option for Controller Generated 
Tagged Packets

[0048] The embodiments of the invention define a new
action for use in implementing the monitoring of Open-
Flow flows and other OAM function. This action option
can make use of the existing Packet Out message spec-
ified by the OpenFlow 1.1 standard. According to the
standard, the Packet Out message can instruct the Open-
Flow switch to send a packet through the processing
pipeline by including an OFPAT_OUTPUT command
where the out port is set to OFPP_TABLE virtual port.
However, the command only expresses that the packet
must be sent through the pipeline but does not enable
specifying at which stage in the processing pipeline of
the OpenFlow switch module to insert it. This embodi-
ment defines a new action that is referred to herein as
an OFPAT_INJECT_PACKET, which comprises the fol-
lowing fields: (1) a table index encoding the flow table
index or an indicator that the group table is to be utilized
(through GROUP TABLE constant); (2) a group entry
identifier identifying a group table entry if the table index
is set to the GROUP_TABLE constant, otherwise this
value is set to null and must be ignored by the PIL of the
OpenFlow switch module; and (3) a meta data field to be
used during packet processing (i.e., matching) in the
processing pipeline. An example layout of the action is
illustrated in Figure 6.
[0049] To inject a tagged packet (e.g., an OAM packet)
into the processing pipeline by the controller, the Packet
Out message can include an OFPAT_INJECT_PACKET
action in its action field and not an OFPAT_OUTPUT
action.
[0050] Figures 7A and 7B are flowcharts of one em-
bodiment of the processes of the PIL module and the
virtual port, respectively, implementing the packet injec-
tion process and system described herein above. In re-
gard to the PIL module, the process as illustrated in Fig-
ure 7A, is initiated in response to receiving a data packet
from the physical or virtual port (Block 701). The PIL mod-
ule examines each incoming packet by using either the
PIL analysis based packet handling or meta data directed
packet handling. In either case the PIL matches packet
data to identify packets for monitoring data flows such
as OAM packets and to determine which of the packet
processing pipeline stages to forward the data packet to

implement the insertion of the data packet into the com-
mon data flow (Block 703). In the PIL analysis based
process, the PIL module identifies the pipeline stage
based on matching rules that can include any field of the
data packet, the entire matching structure as described
above or any combination or sub-combination thereof.
The matching includes a match on the packet including
a tag identifying the data packet as an OAM packet or
similar packet for monitoring data flows. In the meta data
directed analysis, the matching rule identifies the OAM
packets based on the tag, but then primarily identifies
the pipeline stage for forwarding based on the meta data
identification of the stage that has been defined by the
port through which the OpenFlow switch received the
data packet. Data packets that are not tagged are for-
warded to a default pipeline stage, which is typically the
next stage in the pipeline.
[0051] In some embodiments, before forwarding the
data packet to the determined pipeline stage, an action
of the PIL module correlated with the matching rule can
be executed to update the meta data of the data packet
(Block 705). The update of the meta data can influence
the processing of the data packet in the pipeline stage
to which it is being forwarded. After the meta data is up-
dated the data packet is then forwarded to the identified
pipeline stage (i.e., a flow table or group table) (Block
707).
[0052] Figure 7B is a flowchart of the process of
processing packets at the virtual port. In one embodi-
ment, the process is initiated in response to receiving an
OpenFlow packet injection message from a controller or
a similar source of a data packet to be inserted into a
data flow (Block 751). The virtual port can process each
data packet using either an external source based proc-
ess or an internal definition process. In either case, the
virtual port can generate a data packet to be inserted into
a data flow as directed by the incoming message from
the OpenFlow controller and define meta data for the
data packets to be sent to the OpenFlow switch module
(Block 753). The meta data can be determined based on
information defined in the incoming message (external
source based process) or can be determined by the vir-
tual port that the message is directed to (internal definition
process). After the data packet and meta data have been
generated based on the external source based process
or the internal definition process, then the data packet
and meta data are forwarded to the OpenFlow switch
module (Block 755).

Tagged Packet De-Multiplexing Process

[0053] The de-multiplexing or removal and processing
method is a process implemented in a destination or
egress OpenFlow switch. The de-multiplexing process
enables the monitoring of the OpenFlow data flow along
its path up to the destination OpenFlow switch. Any sup-
porting OpenFlow switch that identifies the monitored da-
ta packets, such as OAM packets, is referred to herein
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as an egress OpenFlow switch. At the egress OpenFlow
switch two flow table entries can be defined: (1) first flow
table entry defines criteria for identifying the tagged data
packets and defines their treatment, and (2) a second
flow table entry defines the treatment of the other data
packets. The treatment of the tagged packets can be
encoded by either a specific OpenFlow action or can be
expressed by sending the tagged packet to a well defined
virtual port. In this latter case, the sending of the tagged
packet to a virtual port either triggers an OpenFlow con-
trol message that encodes information related to the
tagged packet, or relays the tagged packet to an specific
switch module. The control message with the encoded
information is sent to the OpenFlow controller to enable
OAM functions. The two alternative processes for han-
dling the tagged packets are further discussed below.

Switch Local Termination Process

[0054] In this embodiment of de-multiplexing the
tagged data packets, the tagged data packets or frames
are forwarded to a non-OpenFlow switch module, which
is separate from the OpenFlow switch module and pipe-
line process. The non-OpenFlow switch module and the
OpenFlow switch module can communicate with each
other through a virtual port. The non-OpenFlow switch
module can pass meta data to the OpenFlow switch mod-
ule. This switch local termination process specifies that
the OpenFlow switch module is able to pass meta data
through the virtual port to the other switch modules. If no
non-OpenFlow switch module that is able to process the
meta data is available, then the virtual port is able to
suppress the meta data, i.e., drop it without processing it.

Controller Targeted Process

[0055] In this embodiment of de-multiplexing the
tagged data packets, the tagged data packets are relayed
(i.e., forwarded) to the controller. The Packet In message
can be used to implement this feature without any mod-
ification. However, the Packet In message does not pass
all meta data of a data packet to the controller, as the
message carries only the incoming port (physical and/or
virtual) and the table ID. Therefore the following addition-
al fields to the Packet In message are defined to support
this controller targeted process by adding: (1) a
GROUP/FLOW TABLE selection flag indicating the data
packet is received after processing by a flow table or by
the group table. If this GROUP/FLOWTABLE flag is set
to 0, then the table_id field carries the index of the flow
table. Otherwise, the table_id must be set to 0 by the PIL
of the OpenFlow switch module and should be omitted
during processing by the controller; (2) a metadata field,
carrying the value of the meta data field used during pack-
et processing; (3) a Group ID field that defines the iden-
tifier of the executed group table entry. It carries valid
information if the GROUP/FLOW TABLE selection flag
is set to 1. Otherwise, this field must be set to 0 and

should be ignored by the controller.
[0056] Figure 8 is a flowchart of one embodiment of
the de-multiplexing process. In one embodiment, the
process is initiated in response to receiving an OpenFlow
data packet at an OpenFlow switch module (Block 801).
The data packet is initially processed by the PIL module
to match on the identity of the packet as a monitored
(e.g., OAM packet) by checking a designated field of the
data packet for a designated value that identifies the
packet as a monitored data packet (Block 803). The
header or meta data of the received packet can be used
for identifying the packet as a monitored packet, an entire
matching structure or any combination thereof can also
be utilized. In one embodiment, a virtual port that received
the data packet can modify the meta data to identify the
data packet as a monitored data packet. As a separate
or combined step, the data packet can be matched to
determine whether the data packet is to be forwarded to
a non-OpenFlow switch module or to an OpenFlow con-
troller (Block 805). This can be encoded in the meta data
or header of the data packet. The data packet can be
forwarded to the non-OpenFlow switch module to be
processed when for example the data packet is an OAM
packet generated and monitored by an OAM module sep-
arate from the OpenFlow controller. The data packet can
be sent to the OpenFlow controller using a control mes-
sage to provide the entire data packet including the meta
data when for example the data packet is an OAM packet
and the OAM module is a part of the OpenFlow controller.

Example 1: Ethernet packet flow

[0057] This section gives an example use of an em-
bodiment of the invention as applied to frame identifica-
tion, and configuring frame injection and de-multiplexing
of OAM frames for an Ethernet flow.

Identification

[0058] In the first example Ethernet flows are deployed,
i.e., only the Ethernet header fields are utilized for match-
ing and handling the data packets, including the source
and destination MAC address, and VLAN tag fields.
There are no restrictions on the payload of the Ethernet
packet.
[0059] The DL_TYPE of the matching structure, which
defines the Ethertype field of an Ethernet packet, will be
wildcarded. According to this example embodiment of
the invention, this DL_TYPE field is selected to distin-
guish data packets. To select an appropriate value from
the available domain (16-bits), one non-allocated Ether-
type value can be selected. For example, a value can be
selected that does not collide with the allocated Ethertype
values defined by IANA.
[0060] At the ingress side of the monitored flow, the
following configuration is set. Only a single matching ta-
ble is used. To inject the OAM fames, the packet headers
are the same as for the service packets, except the Ether-
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type, which is set to OAM (e.g. 0xD001). The matching
rule is configured as: the Ethernet dst is the real desti-
nation address, while all other fields are wildcarded. The
action is to send to the next table or output port.
[0061] At the egress side, a single table is used with
two flow entries. The first flow entry is for the OAM traffic.
Matching is set as: Ethernet dst = the real destination
address, Ethertype = OAM (e.g. 0xD001), all other fields
are wildcarded. Rule priority = 101. Action = send to OAM
port.
[0062] The second flow entry is for the service traffic.
Matching is: Ethernet dst = real destination address, all
other fields are wildcarded. Rule priority = 100. Action =
send to next table or output port.

Example 2: MPLS packet flow

[0063] This section gives an example use of an em-
bodiment of the invention on frame identification, and on
configuring frame injection and de-multiplexing of OAM
frames for an MPLS flow.

Identification

[0064] In the second example MPLS flows are consid-
ered and the following flow matching entries are used
during forwarding. The Ethernet fields may or may not
be set, but Ethertype is set to either 8847h or 8848h. The
MPLS label matching field is set to a valid label value
(between 16 and 1048576). All other matching fields will
not be considered during matching according to the
OpenFlow 1.1 standard. Then a second label is used for
packet exceptions. The OAM packets can be identified
e.g. by setting the second label with a value from 0-15
that is not specified by other standards.
[0065] At the ingress side, a single table is used with
one flow entry. To inject the OAM fames, the packet head-
ers are the same as for the service packets, except an
additional MPLS header is used, with the OAM (e.g. 10)
label. The flow table entry is configured as matching:
Ethertype = 0x8847, MPLS = given_label, all other fields
are wildcarded. Action = push given_label and send to
next table or output port.
[0066] At the egress side, two tables are used. The
first table contains a single flow entry, for both the mon-
itored and the monitoring packets. The matching is set
to the given_label, all other fields are wildcarded. The
action is to remove the label and goto the second table.
The second table contains two entries. The first one is
for the monitoring packet, with a matching Ethertype =
0x8847, MPLS = OAM (e.g. 10), all other fields are wild-
carded. Priority: 101. Action: send to OAM port. The sec-
ond entry is for the monitored traffic, with matching set
to Metadata = given label, all other fields are wildcarded.
Priority = 100. Action = send to next table or output port.

Example 3: IP packet flow

[0067] This section gives an example use of an em-
bodiment the invention for frame identification, configur-
ing frame injection and injection of OAM frames into an
IPv4 flow.

Identification

[0068] In the case of an IP flow, the Ethernet fields may
or may not be set, but the Ethertype is set to 0800h. The
IP header fields are considered, like source and destina-
tion IP address and there are no restrictions on the pay-
load of the IP packet. Then the Protocol of the IP matching
structure, which reflects to the next encapsulated proto-
col of an IP packet, will be wildcarded. According to one
example realization of this invention, this field will be se-
lected to distinguish certain packets.
[0069] At the ingress side a single table is used. To
inject the OAM fames, the packet headers are the same
as for the service packets, except the IPv4_proto field,
which is set to a new OAM (e.g. 250) type. The matching
of the flow entry is set to EtherTpye= 0800, IP destination:
given destination address, all other fields = wildcarded.
The Action is to send to next table or output port.
[0070] At the egress side one table is used, with two
entries. The first flow entry is for the OAM traffic. Matching
is: Ethertype = 0800, IP destination: given destination
address, IPv4_proto: OAM (e.g. 250), all other fields are
wildcarded. Rule priority = 101. Action = send to OAM
port. The second flow entry is for the service traffic.
Matching is: EtherTpye = 0800, IP destination = given
destination address, all other fields are wildcarded. Rule
priority = 100. Action = send to next table or output port.
[0071] Figure 9 is a diagram of one embodiment of an
OpenFlow network supporting OAM. In one embodiment,
the OAM is implemented by deploying OAM related con-
trol and logic at the OpenFlow controller 901. The Open-
Flow switches 907A-Z implement basic and generic OAM
support functions that provide the OpenFlow controller
901 with sufficient information about the state of the
OpenFlow network and the OpenFlow data flows within
the OpenFlow network to implement a set of OAM func-
tions. Figure 9 further illustrates an example organization
of the components of the OpenFlow controller and Open-
Flow switch and an example set of message exchanges
performed between the components to enable OAM
functions. The example network includes a single Open-
Flow controller 901 and a set of OpenFlow switches
907A-Z. One skilled in the art would understand that any
number of OpenFlow controllers and OpenFlow switches
can be organized and configured to implement the prin-
ciples and structures described herein. For sake of clarity
the example configuration utilizes one OpenFlow con-
troller and four OpenFlow switches.
[0072] The OpenFlow controller 901 can include an
OAM module 903 and a message correlation module
905. The OAM module 903 can manage the implemen-
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tation of OAM functionality within the OpenFlow controller
903. The OAM module 903 can receive requests for OAM
related data or instructions to execute OAM functionality
from other OpenFlow controller components (not shown)
or from other sources external to the OpenFlow controller
901. The OpenFlow OAM module 903 can support OAM
functions including connectivity verification (CV), link
trace (LT), loss measurement (LM), delay measurement
(DM), continuity checks (CC) and similar OAM functions.
[0073] The OAM module 903 can be assisted by a mes-
sage correlator 905. The message correlator can be a
separate module within the OpenFlow controller 901 or
can be a component of the OAM module 903. The mes-
sage correlator 905 receives and sorts incoming monitor
response messages from the OpenFlow switches 907A-
Z in the domain of the OpenFlow controller 901. The mes-
sage correlator 905 matches incoming monitor response
messages with the requested OAM functions being ex-
ecuted with the OAM module 903. The message corre-
lator 905 can match the incoming monitor response mes-
sages based on an explicit identifier within the monitor
response message, meta data within the monitor re-
sponse data or similar information within the monitor re-
sponse data. The OAM module 903 can also make iden-
tifiers and meta data associated with each requested
OAM function available to the message correlator 905 to
enable the matching of the monitor response messages.
In one example embodiment, the message correlator 905
matches the monitor response messages with the re-
quested OAM functions based on an OAM packet or sim-
ilar data that is included with the monitor response mes-
sage. The received OAM packet is matched with an OAM
packet generated by the OAM module 903 and sent out
through a trigger monitoring message to the OpenFlow
switch 907A.
[0074] The OAM module 903 and/or message corre-
lator 905 implement a general monitoring procedure as
shown in the Figure. The process can be initiated in re-
sponse to a request for any OAM function from any
source including sources internal and external to the
OpenFlow controller 901. The OpenFlow controller 901
sends a "trigger monitoring" message to OpenFlow
switch 907A requesting that OpenFlow switch 907A send
an OAM packet or similar ’probe’ packet through the
packet processing pipeline 911A of the OpenFlow switch
901A. The trigger monitoring message is received at the
OpenFlow switch 907A by a protocol agent 909A or sim-
ilar component. The protocol agent 909A can generate
the OAM packet to be sent to the packet processing pipe-
line as discussed herein above, for example by extracting
the OAM packet from the trigger monitoring message.
The OAM packet is to be sent through the packet
processing pipeline 911A to cause the packet processing
pipeline and the protocol agent 909A to generate and
return a "monitor response" message to the OpenFlow
controller 901.
[0075] Switch 907A handles the OAM packet through
the packet processing pipeline implemented by the

OpenFlow switch module as described herein above.
The packet processing pipeline collects the matched flow
table and group table entries and similar metric data as-
sociated with these table entries from a set of counters
and similar mechanisms maintained by the OpenFlow
switch module. The OpenFlow switch module aggre-
gates the OAM packet with a designated OpenFlow data
flow such that it has fate sharing with the OpenFlow data
flow. In the illustrated example, the OAM packet will be
sent to OpenFlow switch 907B. OpenFlow switch 907A,
after processing the OAM packet in the packet process-
ing pipeline, sends a monitor response message to the
OpenFlow controller 901 encoding the matched flow ta-
ble entries and group table entries together with the as-
sociated metric data. This data provided by the monitor
response message is collected and inserted into the mes-
sage by the protocol agent 909A.
[0076] The OAM message and the associated Open-
Flow data flow are received by the OpenFlow switch 907B
at an intermediate OpenFlow switch 907B. In the illus-
trated example, OpenFlow switch 907B does not imple-
ment the OAM supported embodiment described herein.
Thus, the OpenFlow switch 907B processes the OAM
packet 907B as it would any other OpenFlow data packet
specifically in the same manner as the OpenFlow data
flow that the OAM packet is associated with. In the ex-
ample, OpenFlow switch 907B forwards the OAM packet
and associated OpenFlow data flow to the OpenFlow
switch 907C.
[0077] OpenFlow switch 907C receives the OAM pack-
et and processes it according to the configuration of its
packet processing pipeline 911C in the OpenFlow switch
module. In addition, the protocol agent 909C sends a
copy of the OAM packet to the OpenFlow controller 901
along with the matched flow table entry and group table
entry data, including counters and the associated metric
data for the OAM packet and associated OpenFlow data
flow. This information is sent to the OpenFlow controller
901 in a monitor response message. According to the
configuration of the OpenFlow switch 907C, the OAM
packet is then forwarded to the next OpenFlow switch
907Z.
[0078] OpenFlow switch 907Z receives the OAM pack-
et and processes it according to the configuration of its
packet processing pipeline 911Z in the OpenFlow switch
module. In addition, the protocol agent 909Z sends a
copy of the OAM packet to the OpenFlow controller 901
along with the matched flow table entry and group table
entry data, including counters and the associated metric
data for the OAM packet and associated OpenFlow data
flow. This information is sent to the OpenFlow controller
901 in a monitor response message. According to the
configuration of the OpenFlow switch 907Z, the OAM
packet may then be discarded as the associated Open-
Flow data flow has reached an endpoint in the OpenFlow
network or the last monitored network element in the
OpenFlow network (i.e., only a portion of the path through
the OpenFlow network may be monitored).
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[0079] In one embodiment, the protocol agent encom-
passes the processes and structures described herein
in regard to Figures 1-8 to inject OAM packets into the
packet processing pipeline of the OpenFlow switch mod-
ule as described in regard to Figures 1-8. Similarly, the
protocol agent can also encompasses the processes and
structures described herein with reference to Figures 1-8
for de-multiplexing OAM packets and generating the
OpenFlow control messages for the OpenFlow controller
targeted de-multiplexing. Generally, the OAM implemen-
tation described with regard to Figures 9-14 can be im-
plemented relying on the general packet monitoring fea-
tures described with regard to Figures 1-8.

Trigger Monitoring Messages

[0080] The trigger monitoring message instructs an
OpenFlow switch to process an OAM packet in the packet
processing pipeline of the OpenFlow switch module and
to send a report of metric information back to the Open-
Flow controller through monitor response messages.
The trigger monitoring message can carry the entire OAM
packet or can identify an OAM packet to be generated
by the OpenFlow switch. There are several methods for
implementing the trigger monitoring message in Open-
Flow. The trigger monitoring message can be a revised
Packet Out message, an extended Packet Out message
or a new OpenFlow message type.
[0081] Each of the trigger monitoring messages gen-
erates similar behavior in OpenFlow switch. When an
OpenFlow switch receives a trigger monitoring message
from the OpenFlow controller containing an OAM packet,
the OpenFlow switch will respond by collecting metric
information about the processing of the OAM packet
and/or the associated OpenFlow data flow. The data col-
lected can include information about all flow table and
group table matches incurred during the OAM packet
traversal of the OpenFlow switch. When the OpenFlow
switch finishes the processing of the OAM packet it re-
plies to the OpenFlow controller with a monitor response
message containing the collected metric information.
[0082] The trigger monitoring message can also iden-
tify or define some instructions for the handling the OAM
packet. For instance, a trigger monitoring message can
query some actions to be performed on the OAM packet,
define through what output port the OAM packet is to be
sent out, send the packet through the whole packet
processing pipeline, and provide similar instructions for
OAM packet handling.

Revised Packet Out Message

[0083] The Packet Out message specified by Open-
Flow enables the OpenFlow controller to be able to insert
packets into the packet processing pipeline of an Open-
Flow switch or to send a packet on any ports of the Open-
Flow switch. In one embodiment, an implementation op-
tion for the trigger monitoring message is to consider the

packet out message as the trigger monitoring message.
In this case, the OpenFlow switch will be configured to
collect the metric information on all packets sent by the
OpenFlow controller via the use of the Packet Out mes-
sage and to generate a report on what happened to the
packet in the form of a monitor response message in-
cluding the collected metric information data.

Extended Packet Out Message

[0084] In one embodiment, a Packet Out message
specified by OpenFlow is extended to implement the trig-
ger monitoring message. The extended Packet Out mes-
sage specifies a new action, the OFPAT_TRIG_MON
action. If the protocol agent of an OpenFlow switch re-
ceives a Packet Out message and finds this new action
in the action list of the Packet Out message, then it applies
the additional procedures described in regard to the trig-
ger monitoring message. Otherwise protocol agent per-
forms the standard packet out operation as specified by
the OpenFlow standard.
[0085] Figure 10 illustrates one embodiment of the
OFPAT_TRIG_MON action. Since existence of the ac-
tion in a Packet Out message indicates the trigger mon-
itoring message procedures according are to be execut-
ed, the action does not carry additional fields. The Open-
Flow specification indicates that an action should be at
least 8 octets long, therefore a 4 octet long padding field
is defined to bring the action into conformance with this
aspect of OpenFlow.

New OpenFlow Message

[0086] In one embodiment, a new OpenFlow message
is used to implement the trigger monitoring message.
This message carries the same fields as the Packet Out
message. The protocol agent and packet processing
pipeline of the OpenFlow switch are configured to handle
the new OpenFlow message and the included OAM
packet in a manner similar to the Packet Out message
except that the metric tracking and reporting is initiated.
The fields, their format, and the associated packet han-
dling rules can be the same or similar to those specified
in Section A.3.7 of the OpenFlow 1.1 specification. To
distinguish the new OpenFlow message and the Open-
Flow Packet Out message, a new OpenFlow message
type can be allocated.
[0087] Figure 11 is a flowchart of one embodiment of
a process for OAM function request processing. In one
embodiment, the process of OAM function request
processing is initated in response to receiving a request
for an OAM function (Block 1101). The OAM function
request can be received from any source including other
OpenFlow controller components and external network
administration software or similar sources. The OAM
module of the OpenFlow controller processes the OAM
request by generating a trigger monitoring message de-
fining or specifying actions to be performed by an Open-
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Flow switch to provide metrics for an OpenFlow data flow
(Block 1103). The trigger monitoring message includes
an OAM packet that is to be forwarded and aggregated
with the OpenFlow data flow. The characterstics of the
OAM packet thus match those of the OpenFlow data flow
necessary for ensuring fate sharing with the OpenFlow
data flow as described herein above. The actions defined
or specified by the trigger monitoring message include
the actions to insert the OAM packet into the packet
processing pipeline of the OpenFlow switch or the actions
to forward the OAM packet to a particular port.
[0088] The generated trigger message is sent to the
OpenFlow switch at which the monitoring of the Open-
Flow data flow is to be initiated (Block 1105). This will
commence a monitoring of the OpenFlow data flow at
each downstream OpenFlow switch that has been con-
figured to support generic or OAM specific packet mon-
itoring as described herein. The OpenFlow controller
then awaits the OAM related metric data to be returned
from each of the supporting OpenFlow switches along
the path of the OpenFlow data flow. This metric data is
received in the form of monitor response messages from
each of the supporting OpenFlow switches (Block 1107).
The received monitor response messages include a copy
of the OAM packet or an identifier thereof along with the
metric information.
[0089] These monitor response messages can initially
be processed at the OpenFlow controller by the message
correlator to correlate the monitor response messages
with the OAM function request that initiated the monitor-
ing process (Block 1109). The incoming monitor re-
sponse messages can be matched with the requested
OAM function using an identifier from the trigger moni-
toring message or OAM packet that was sent out by the
OAM module of the OpenFlow controller. The message
correlator can compile metric data or similarly pre-proc-
ess the data before passing it onto the OAM module in
the OpenFlow controller. In other embodiments, the met-
ric data is not pre-processed and is only correlated by
the message correlator. In further embodiments, the
message correlation function is integrated with the OAM
module.
[0090] The OAM module then processes the received
metric data according to the OAM function that has been
requested or the set of OAM functions that have been
requested (Block 1111). The metric can be directly relat-
ed to the monitoring of the OAM packet and/or the asso-
ciated OpenFlow data flow. In either case, the metric data
is representative of the OpenFlow data flow and utilize
to derive OAM related information for the OpenFlow data
flow. The results of the set of OAM functions are provided
to the requesting source (Block 1113). The results can
be a single response or can be an ongoing or intermittent
response as the monitoring data is received dependent
on the OAM function requested.

Detecting and Processing the OAM Packets at the Open-
Flow Switches

[0091] Each OpenFlow switch in an OpenFlow network
can be configured to support OAM functionality at the
OpenFlow controller by recognizing OAM packets and
reporting metrics related to the OAM packets and the
related OpenFlow data flow. Each OpenFlow switch can
be configured to relay the OAM packet or a copy of the
packet to the protocol agent to trigger a monitor response
message after the OAM packet has gone through the
packet processing pipeline of the OpenFlow switching
module.
[0092] The OAM packet is forwarded to a next Open-
Flow switch if the current OpenFlow switch is not the
egress or destination switch. If the OpenFlow switch is
the egress switch or destination switch, then the OAM
packet and associated metrics can be forwarded to the
OpenFlow controller. If the OpenFlow switch is just an
intermediate switch then the OAM packet may be for-
warded to the next switch for further processing after the
metrics are reported. If the OpenFlow switches are des-
tination switches then reports for the metrics must be
generated and the OAM packet is discarded. By default,
the OpenFlow switch will forward the OAM packet like
any other data packet in the associated OpenFlow data
flow.
[0093] The OAM packet can be identified by, for ex-
ample, checking some extra fields not considered during
identifying the data packets in the associated OpenFlow
data flow or by a specific payload being present in the
OAM packet, as described further herein above.
[0094] The monitor response message is sent by the
protocol agent to the OpenFlow controller and contains
metric information about all flow table and group table
matches in the OpenFlow switch module of the Open-
Flow switch that the OAM packet traversed. These
matches will be the same as for the data packets of the
associated OpenFlow data flow, except for flow table or
group table entries that identify the OAM packet as an
OAM packet for purposes of generating the monitor re-
sponse message. However, the OpenFlow controller is
aware of this difference and can ignore these affects on
the metrics or adjust the metrics for these affects.

Reading the counters

[0095] As part of the standard OpenFlow packet
processing, the detection of an OAM packet or similar
’probe’ or monitored packet will cause a set of counters
for the flow table and group table entries to be increment-
ed as the packet traverses the packet processing pipeline
of the OpenFlow switch module. The counters can be
incremented for matches on both standard data packets
as well as the specifically monitored packets such as the
OAM packets. The updating of these counters can be
continuous from the start up of the OpenFlow switch or
in response to receiving a message from the OpenFlow
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controller. Detection of the monitoring packet can trigger
the read out of the counters of each flow table or group
table entry matched. The counter value can be included
in the monitor response message as an element of a
statistics field of the given flow table entry or similarly
provided as metric information to be reported to the
OpenFlow controller.
[0096] This readout of the counters can occur after the
update of the counters and optionally before or after the
executing the actions of the matched flow table or group
table entry. However, whichever option is implemented,
the timing in the processing at the OpenFlow switch (e.g.,
by the protocol agent) reads out the counters at the same
time for standard data packets as for specifically moni-
tored packets such as the OAM packets.

Time Stamping

[0097] In one embodiment, the packet processing at
the OpenFlow switch also includes the recording of a
time stamp when a data packet or monitored packet
matches a flow table or a group table entry. For example,
the time stamp can be stored as an 8-octet field with the
format base on the Time Representation format defined
by IEEE 1588-2002 "Standard for a Precision Clock Syn-
chronization Protocol for Networked Measurement and
Control Systems" or a similar format. The time stamp can
be attached to the monitor response message as an el-
ement of the statistics field of the given flow table entry.
[0098] This time stamping can occur in the OpenFlow
switch module after the matching of the packet with a
flow table entry or group table entry, optionally before or
after the update of the counters, and optionally before or
after executing the actions of the flow table or group table
entry. However, the timing of the time stamping is the
same for both standard data packets and specifically
monitored packets such as the OAM packets.

Monitor Response Message

[0099] In response to detecting the OAM packet or sim-
ilar monitored packet, the OAM packet and the matched
flow table and group table entries with associated metric
information data is provided to the protocol agent of the
OpenFlow switch, as discussed herein above. Then the
protocol agent of the OpenFlow switch generates a mon-
itor response message and sends the monitor response
message to the OpenFlow controller. In one example em-
bodiment, the monitor response message includes:

• the OAM packet, to help the OpenFlow controller to
correlate the monitor responses messages triggered
by the same OAM packet but generated by different
switches

• a list of statistic entries, where each entry contains:

i. a reference to a flow table or group table entry,

e.g. the identifier of the table and the cookie of
the flow entry

ii. optionally, a time stamp of the execution of
the given table entry

iii. optionally, the counter values of the given ta-
ble entry

[0100] The monitor response message can be imple-
mented as an extension of the standard OpenFlow Pack-
et In message, a new OpenFlow message type, or it also
could be realized as an update to the flow statistics type
OFPT_STATS_REPLY message.

Extended Packet In Message

[0101] This implementation option extends the Open-
Flow specified Packet In message with optional fields
that carries a list of metric entries. Figure 12 is a diagram
of one example embodiment of a monitor reporting mes-
sage implemented as an extended Packet In message.
The version, type, length, XID, buffer_id, in_port,
in_phy_port, frame length, reason, table_id and frame
data fields remain the same as those of the basic Packet
In message specified in OpenFlow 1.1. In this embodi-
ment, these fields are followed by a set of fields that cor-
relate with a metric entry for each flow table or group
table match. The Ref_type field can be with a set of in-
dicator bits where one bit of the field indicates whether
the table that the metrics refer to is a flow table or a group
table, one bit indicates whether there is a packet_count,
one bit indicates whether there is a byte count, and one
bit indicates whether there is a time stamp. The Table id,
Group id, priority, match structure and cookie fields iden-
tify the corresponding flow or group table entry. The
packet_count and byte count are a part of the flow table
entry’s statistics. The packet_count is the number of the
OpenFlow data packets that have matched a given flow
entry in the flow table. The byte count stores the total
byte count of the associated data packet. This data can
be used for performing OAM functions.

New OpenFlow message

[0102] In one embodiment, the monitor response mes-
sage is a newly defined OpenFlow message. Figure 13
is a diagram of one example embodiment of a monitor
reporting message implemented as a new OpenFlow
message. A new OpenFlow message type is introduced
for this message with the type ’monitor.’ The version,
type, length, and XID fields are similar to those of the
Packet In message or extended Packet In message as
described above and in the OpenFlow 1.1 specification.
In this embodiment, these fields are followed by a set of
fields that correlate with a metric entry for each flow table
or group table match. The Ref_type field can be with a
set of indicator bits where one bit of the field indicates
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whether the table that the metrics refer to is a flow table
or a group table, one bit indicates whether there is a
packet_count, one bit indicates whether there is a byte
count, and one bit indicates whether there is a time
stamp. The table id, group id, priority, match structure
and cookie identify the matched flow table or group table
entry. The packet_count and byte count are a part of the
flow table entry’s statistics. The packet_count is the
number of the OpenFlow data packets that have matched
a given flow entry in the flow table. The byte count stores
the total byte count of the associated data packet. This
data can be used for performing OAM functions.

Collecting OAM Packet Related Information

[0103] The protocol agent of each OpenFlow switch is
be able to obtain the matched flow and group table entries
and collect the associated metric information upon re-
ceiving an OAM packet from the OpenFlow switch mod-
ule. To support the protocol agent, the OpenFlow switch
module maintains a list of the matched flow table and
group table entries with the associated metrics for all
packets or some specific subset of the packets.
[0104] In one embodiment, the default operation of the
OpenFlow switch module is to collect such matching met-
rics for all handled packets. However, this option results
in additional administration and computation burden on
the OpenFlow switch module. This behavior can be used
for example in case of on-demand short term monitoring.
In one embodiment, to alleviate this burden the Open-
Flow switch module stores only the last few (e.g., 1, 2 or
3) matching flow table and/or group table entries together
with the metrics. In this embodiment, whenever a new
match entry is stored, the oldest match entry is discarded
if the per packet match metric storage space is full. This
process can be the used for example for proactive mon-
itoring.
[0105] In another embodiment, to alleviate this com-
putational and storage burden the OpenFlow switch mod-
ule can collect the matching metrics only of distinguished
or tagged packets (e.g., OAM packets). The amount of
matched entries to maintain and the process for manag-
ing them can be configurable by the OAM module of the
OpenFlow controller or similarly configurable.
[0106] When the protocol agent or similar component
in the OpenFlow switch is the source of the packets, e.g.,
as a result of a trigger monitoring message, the Open-
Flow switch module is able to determine or can be in-
structed by the protocol agent that the packet is an OAM
packet and that matching metrics must be collected.
When the OAM packet enters the OpenFlow switch
through a physical port it is sent directly to the packet
processing module. Then the OpenFlow switch module
can identify the distinguished packets based on its con-
figuration. In an example implementation, as described
further herein above, a flow table entry can be formed to
identify the distinguished packet and an instruction as-
signed to the flow table entry can instruct the OpenFlow

switch module to start collecting the matching metrics.
The drawback of this option is that there will not be any
information on the matched entries prior to the reception
of that instruction arriving at the OpenFlow switch module
collecting the statistics. Prior configuration of the Open-
Flow switch can be used to avoid this issue.
[0107] Figure 14 is a flowchart of one embodiment of
a process for OAM support at the OpenFlow switch. The
flowchart sets forth the flow of the OAM support in the
OpenFlow switch. This process can be initiated in re-
sponse to receiving the trigger monitoring message from
the OpenFlow controller (Block 1401). The trigger mon-
itoring messaged can be processed at the OpenFlow
switch by the protocol agent or similar component of the
OpenFlow switch to generate an OAM packet that is de-
fined by the trigger monitoring message (Block 1403).
The OAM packet may be provided within the trigger mon-
itoring message, in which case it is extracted and inserted
into the packet processing pipeline or forwarded to a port
as directed by the trigger monitoring message (Block
1405). The insertion of the OAM packet into the packet
processing pipeline in the OpenFlow switch module or
forwarding to a port aggregates the OAM packet with the
OpenFlow data flow to be monitored.
[0108] The OAM packet is matched with flow table
and/or group table entries in the OpenFlow switch mod-
ule (Block 1407). This causes corresponding counters to
be incremented and match metric data to be recorded.
After the OAM packet has traversed the OpenFlow switch
module the protocol agent is notified and a monitor re-
sponse message is generated by the protocol agent
(Block 1409). The protocol agent collects (i.e., retrieves)
the metrics and match data from the OpenFlow switch
module for the Openflow data flow and/or the OAM data
packet (Block 1411). This metric data is added to the
monitor response message and sent to the OpenFlow
controller (Block 1413). This metric information can then
be used by the OpenFlow controller to execute an OAM
function that was requested and that initiated the trigger
monitoring message.

Implementation of OAMfeatures

Connectivity verification

[0109] To verify connectivity, the OpenFlow controller
can check if the OAM packets of the monitored OpenFlow
data flow match on, and only on the desired flow table
entries. For the connectivity verification OAM function,
the matched flow table entries have to be identified both
at the ingress and egress OpenFlow switches. This is
solved by adding a reference for each matching table
entry to the monitor response message sent to the Open-
Flow controller from the OpenFlow switch as a result of
monitoring for the OAM packet. This reference can be in
the cookie field of the OpenFlow flow entry structure or
the whole matching structure.
[0110] Once the response to the monitored OAM pack-
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et is available both from the ingress port and egress port
of the respective OpenFlow switches to the OpenFlow
controller, the OpenFlow controller can verify that the
monitored packet matched exactly the desired flow table
entries. These flow table entries are the same as matched
flow table entries for the monitored OpenFlow data flow,
the only difference may be the flow table entry identifying
the monitored packet itself as the OAM packet. This func-
tion is unidirectional; to verify a bidirectional flow both
directions have to be verified separately.

Link trace

[0111] To provide link trace functionality, in addition to
the connectivity verification functionality all intermediate
OpenFlow switches are to be recorded as the OAM pack-
et traverses these intermediate OpenFlow switches. The
OpenFlow controller initiates the link trace by sending
the appropriate OAM message to the ingress OpenFlow
switch for the trace path. After forwarding of the OAM
packet by the ingress OpenFlow switch, all intermediate
OpenFlow switches will respond to the OpenFlow con-
troller using a monitor response message by sending
matched flow identifiers, while the egress OpenFlow
switch will terminate the OAM packet by sending it to the
OpenFlow controller also with the matched flow identifi-
ers. This function is unidirectional; to verify a bidirectional
flow both directions have to be verified separately.

Loss measurement

[0112] For the loss measurement OAM function, the
number of sent packets and received packets has to be
known at the ingress OpenFlow switch and egress Open-
Flow switch. The OpenFlow switch module counters for
the flow table entries is each OpenFlow switch can be
used to achieve the loss measurement. Instead of using
only single counters at specific locations, the counters of
all matching table entries are used while processing the
OAM packet. For the loss measurement in addition to
the flow entry identification, counters of the matched
packets are also added to the data to be sent to the Open-
Flow controller.
[0113] By using these counters from the ingress Open-
Flow switch and the egress OpenFlow switch the Open-
Flow controller can calculate the frame loss of an Open-
Flow data flow. The loss is the number of the appropriate
flow table entry matches counted at the ingress Open-
Flow switch minus the appropriate flow table entry match-
ing counted at the egress OpenFlow switch. The previous
values of the loss can be subtracted from the current
value to get the packet loss since the last measurement
at the OAM module of the OpenFlow controller.
[0114] Depending on the implementation, the counters
also count the measured OAM packets. However, since
the OpenFlow controller initiates and terminates these
messages, the loss value can be corrected to contain
only the number of the lost OpenFlow data packets. This

OAM function is unidirectional; to measure a bidirectional
flow both directions have to be measured separately.

Delay measurement

[0115] In one embodiment, at the ingress OpenFlow
switch of the monitored OpenFlow data flow a time stamp
is to be added to a delay measurement OAM packet. At
the egress OpenFlow switch an additional time stamp is
to be added to the delay measurement OAM packets. By
using these time stamps, the OAM packet delay can be
calculated by the OpenFlow controller. In one embodi-
ment it is possible to add not only one time stamp, but
each time stamp per matching flow table or group table
entry throughout the OpenFlow switch module.
[0116] For the delay measurement, in addition to the
flow entry identification, time stamps of the time of match-
ing are added. By using these time stamps from the in-
gress OpenFlow switch and the egress OpenFlow switch
the OpenFlow controller can calculate the frame delay
of an OpenFlow data flow. This embodiment of the meth-
od, calculates the one way delay, which is meaningful if
the clocks of the switches are synchronized. The round-
trip delay eliminates shift of the clocks. In one embodi-
ment, the round-trip delay of a bidirectional flow is calcu-
lated from the one-way delay of the two directions of a
flow. This is implemented as the OpenFlow controller re-
ceives the delay measuring OAM frame from the first
direction; it creates an additional measurement in the oth-
er direction. The calculation of the round-trip delay can
be implemented as in ITU-T Y.1731, the only difference
is that the processing time at the egress OpenFlow
switch, which will be subtracted from the delay will include
sending the OAM packet to the OpenFlow controller and
receiving the OAM packet from the other direction.

Virtual MEPs and MIPs

[0117] As described in further detail above, mainte-
nance end points (MEPs) or monitoring intermediate
points (MIPs) have to be able to be placed at various
places in the processing pipeline to support many types
of OAM functions. In an example configuration, the data
packets of different smaller OpenFlow data flows can be
aggregated into a common larger flow. Then a flow entry
will be defined for each smaller flow; the actions of these
entries will instruct the updates of the packets to fit them
into the new aggregated flow. A second flow entry de-
ployed in a subsequent table will describe the common
flow. MEPs could be placed on both the smaller flows
and on the aggregated flow.
[0118] Instead of placing real MEPs on these obser-
vation points, the embodiments of the invention enable
the placement of virtual MEPs, which are not really
present in the OpenFlow switches; they exist only in the
controller’s logic. The packet processing pipeline is mon-
itored and reported to the OpenFlow controller using
these MEPs and MIPS so that the OAM functionality de-
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scribed above can be achieved. Considering the example
configuration above, both types of OpenFlow data flows
can be monitored by the OpenFlow controller, as the met-
rics information sent back to the OpenFlow controller
contains the values for both of them.
[0119] The embodiments of the invention, describe an
extension to the OpenFlow switch operation that allows
the injection and de-multiplexing of certain data packets
(tagged frames) into and/or from a data packet flow. Such
configuration changes affect only the OpenFlow switches
involved in the packet injection or removal processes and
do not necessitate any configuration changes to any in-
termediate OpenFlow switches. Thus, in any intermedi-
ate OpenFlow node the same forwarding entry will be
applied on both the regular data packets and the tagged
frames. This feature ensures fate sharing for data pack-
ets inserted and monitored in a data flow.
[0120] The embodiments of the invention, enable easy
and flexible deployment of OAM tools in an OpenFlow
domain as they provide not only fate sharing for moni-
tored data packets, but the embodiments also present
mechanisms to forward the OAM packet to/from the mon-
itoring points, regardless of whether the mechanisms are
implemented at the OpenFlow switch or at the OpenFlow
controller.
[0121] In addition, the embodiments of the invention
implement an OAM toolset in an OpenFlow domain that
does not depend on the type of the monitored data flow.
This OAM toolset can be used for monitoring Ethernet,
MPLS, IP, TCP and similar data flows. The OpenFlow
OAM implementation is independent of any underlying
technology and can be used to support or implement any
of the technology specific OAM solutions, thereby avoid-
ing the need for separate implementation of these OAM
solutions. Since the processing of collected metric data
from the OpenFlow switches is implemented in the Open-
Flow controller, there is no need to deploy OAM function-
ality or physical monitoring points within the OpenFlow
switches. Eliminating physical monitoring points at the
OpenFlow switches provides several advantages.
[0122] For example, there is no need for any configu-
ration protocol extensions for deploying and configuring
these monitoring points. Moreover, the configuration of
such monitoring points can be quite complex, for instance
requiring the specification of the flow entries to be eval-
uated to provide each OAM characteristic (e.g., packet
loss). Thus, the embodiments of the invention simplify
the implementation of OAM functionality at the OpenFlow
switch thereby lowering the cost of these OpenFlow
switches.
[0123] The embodiments of the invention include ex-
tensions to the OpenFlow switch, the OpenFlow control-
ler and the OpenFlow protocol beyond that defined in
OpenFlow 1.1. These extensions are backward compat-
ible with OpenFlow 1.1. Only those OpenFlow switches
that are to provide feedback to the OpenFlow controller
must support the extensions, while the other switches
can be standard switches according to the existing Open-

Flow specification.
[0124] It is to be understood that the above description
is intended to be illustrative and not restrictive. Many oth-
er embodiments will be apparent to those of skill in the
art upon reading and understanding the above descrip-
tion. The scope of the invention should, therefore, be
determined with reference to the appended claims, along
with the full scope of equivalents to which such claims
are entitled.
[0125] For the avoidance of doubt, the present inven-
tion includes the subject matter as defined in the following
numbered paragraphs (abbreviated "para.").

Para. 1. A method performed by a network element
implementing an OpenFlow controller, the Open-
Flow controller including an operations, administra-
tion and management (OAM) module, the OAM mod-
ule to service an OAM function request in a network
implementing OpenFlow, the method to request that
a subset of OpenFlow switches in the network report
metrics for an OpenFlow data flow to provide the
OAM module with information for executing the re-
quested OAM function, the method comprising the
steps of:

receiving by an OAM module of the network el-
ement a request to execute the OAM function;
generating a trigger monitoring message by the
OAM module, the trigger monitoring message
defining actions to be performed by an Open-
Flow switch in the subset of OpenFlow switches,
wherein the actions are to provide the metrics
for the OpenFlow data flow;
sending the trigger monitoring message to the
OpenFlow switch;
receiving a plurality of monitor response mes-
sages from the subset of OpenFlow switches,
each of the plurality of monitor response mes-
sages including the metrics for the OpenFlow
data flow;
correlating the plurality of monitor response
messages with the OAM function request;
executing the requested OAM function using the
metrics of the OpenFlow data flow by the OAM
module; and
returning a result of the requested OAM function.

Para. 2. The method of Para. 1, wherein generating
the trigger monitoring message further comprises
the step of:

defining an OAM packet to be aggregated by
the OpenFlow switch with the OpenFlow data
flow.

Para. 3. The method of Para. 1, wherein generating
the trigger monitoring message further comprises
the step of:
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defining actions for a flow table or group table
of an OpenFlow switch module in the OpenFlow
switch.

Para. 4. The method of Para. 1, wherein generating
the trigger monitoring message further comprises
the step of:

defining the metrics to be reported by a protocol
agent of the OpenFlow switch.

Para. 5. The method of Para. 1, wherein correlating
the plurality of monitor response messages with the
OAM function request, further comprises the step of:

matching the monitor response messages with
the requested OAM function using the OAM data
packet within the monitor response messages.

Para. 6. A method performed by a network element
implementing an OpenFlow switch, a, the OpenFlow
switch to report metrics for an OpenFlow data flow
to an OpenFlow controller, wherein the metrics are
to support operations, administration and manage-
ment (OAM) functionality of the OpenFlow controller,
wherein the OpenFlow switch forwards an OAM
packet with the OpenFlow data flow and collects the
metrics for the OpenFlow data flow, the method com-
prising the steps of:

receiving by the OpenFlow switch a trigger mon-
itoring message from the OpenFlow controller;
generating an OAM packet by the protocol
agent, the OAM packet defined by the trigger
monitoring message;
forwarding the OAM packet through the Open-
Flow switch module to aggregate the OAM pack-
et with the OpenFlow data flow;
detecting the OAM packet in the OpenFlow
switch module;
generating a monitoring response message by
the protocol agent in response to the detecting
of the OAM packet;
collecting the metrics from the OpenFlow switch
module for the OpenFlow data flow and OAM
data packet; and
sending the monitor response message with the
metrics to the OpenFlow controller.

Para. 7. The method of Para. 6, further comprising
the step of:

adding an action to a flow table or group table
of the OpenFlow switch module defined in the
trigger monitoring message.

Para. 8. The method of Para. 6, further comprising
the step of:

inserting the OAM packet into the monitoring re-
sponse message by the protocol agent.

Para. 9. The method of Para. 6, wherein collecting
the metrics further comprises the step of:

reading a counter of a flow table entry or a coun-
ter of a group table entry; and
reading a time stamp of an execution of the flow
table entry or the group table entry.

Para. 10. A network element implementing an Open-
Flow controller, the OpenFlow controller to service
an OAM function request in a network implementing
OpenFlow, the OpenFlow controller to request that
a subset of OpenFlow switches in the network report
metrics for an OpenFlow data flow to provide the
information for executing the requested OAM func-
tion, the network element comprising:

the OpenFlow controller including an opera-
tions, administration and management (OAM)
module and a message correlation module,

the OAM module configured to process the
OAM function request by executing an OAM
function specified by the OAM function re-
quest and generating a trigger monitoring
message, the trigger monitoring message
defining actions to be performed by an
OpenFlow switch in the subset of OpenFlow
switches, wherein the actions are to provide
the metrics for the OpenFlow data flow,
wherein the OAM module is configured to
send the trigger monitoring message to the
OpenFlow switch, to execute the requested
OAM function using the metrics of the Open-
Flow data flow provided by the message
correlation module, and to return a result of
the requested OAM function,
the message correlation module communi-
catively coupled to OAM module, the mes-
sage correlation module configured to re-
ceive a plurality of monitor response mes-
sages from the subset of OpenFlow switch-
es, each of the plurality of monitor response
messages including the metrics for the
OpenFlow data flow, wherein the message
correlation module is configured to correlate
the plurality of monitor response messages
with the OAM function request.

Para. 11. The network element of Para. 10, wherein
the OAM module is further configured to define an
OAM packet to be forwarded by the OpenFlow switch
with the OpenFlow data flow.

Para. 12. The network element of Para. 10, wherein
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the OAM module is further configured to define ac-
tions for a flow table or group table of an OpenFlow
switch module in the OpenFlow switch.

Para. 13. The network element of Para. 10, wherein
the OAM module is further configured to define the
metrics to be reported by a protocol agent of the
OpenFlow switch.

Para. 14. The network element of Para. 10, wherein
the OAM module is further configured to match the
monitor response messages with the requested
OAM function using the OAM data packet within the
monitor response messages.

Claims

1. A method performed by a network element (201) im-
plementing an OpenFlow controller (901), the meth-
od to request that a subset of OpenFlow switches in
the network report metrics for an OpenFlow data flow
to provide an operations, administration and man-
agement, OAM, module with information for execut-
ing an OAM function, the method being character-
ized in that it comprises the steps of:

receiving by the OAM module of the network el-
ement a request to execute the OAM function;
generating a trigger monitoring message by the
OAM module, the trigger monitoring message
defining actions to be performed by an Open-
Flow switch (907) in the subset of OpenFlow
switches, wherein the actions are to provide the
metrics for the OpenFlow data flow;
sending the trigger monitoring message to the
OpenFlow switch;
receiving a plurality of monitor response mes-
sages from the subset of OpenFlow switches,
each of the plurality of monitor response mes-
sages including a metric entry for each flow table
or group table in which a match for the OpenFlow
data flow occurred in a given OpenFlow switch,
where each metric entry includes any one of a
flow table identifier, a group identifier, a match
structure, or a cookie of a flow entry;
correlating the plurality of monitor response
messages with the OAM function request;
executing the requested OAM function using the
metrics of the OpenFlow data flow by the OAM
module; and
returning a result of the requested OAM function.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein generating the trig-
ger monitoring message further comprises the step
of:

defining an OAM packet to be aggregated by

the OpenFlow switch (907) with the OpenFlow
data flow.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein generating the trig-
ger monitoring message further comprises the step
of:

defining actions for a flow table or group table
of an OpenFlow switch module in the OpenFlow
switch (907).

4. The method of claim 1, wherein generating the trig-
ger monitoring message further comprises the step
of:

defining the metrics to be reported by a protocol
agent (909) of the OpenFlow switch (907).

5. The method of claim 1, wherein correlating the plu-
rality of monitor response messages with the OAM
function request, further comprises the step of:

matching the monitor response messages with
the requested OAM function using an OAM
packet within the monitor response messages.

6. A method performed by a network element (201) im-
plementing an OpenFlow switch (907), the Open-
Flow switch including a protocol agent (909) and an
OpenFlow switch module, the OpenFlow switch to
report metrics for an OpenFlow data flow to an Open-
Flow controller (901), wherein the OpenFlow switch
forwards an operations, administration and manage-
ment, OAM, packet with the OpenFlow data flow and
collects the metrics for the OpenFlow data flow, the
method being characterized in that it comprises the
steps of:

receiving by the OpenFlow switch a trigger mon-
itoring message from the OpenFlow controller;
generating the OAM packet by the protocol
agent, the OAM packet defined by the trigger
monitoring message;
forwarding the OAM packet through the Open-
Flow switch module to aggregate the OAM pack-
et with the OpenFlow data flow;
detecting the OAM packet in the OpenFlow
switch module;
generating a monitoring response message by
the protocol agent in response to the detecting
of the OAM packet;
collecting the metrics from the OpenFlow switch
module for the OpenFlow data flow and OAM
packet; and
sending the monitor response message with the
metrics to the OpenFlow controller, the monitor
response message including a metric entry for
each flow table or group table in which a match
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for the OAM packet occurred in the OpenFlow
switch module, where each metric entry in-
cludes any one of a flow table identifier, a group
identifier, a match structure, or a cookie of a flow
entry.

7. The method of claim 6, further comprising the step of:

adding an action to a flow table or group table
of the OpenFlow switch module defined in the
trigger monitoring message.

8. The method of claim 6, further comprising the step of:

inserting the OAM packet into the monitoring re-
sponse message by the protocol agent (909).

9. The method of claim 6, wherein collecting the metrics
further comprises the steps of:

reading a counter of a flow table entry or a coun-
ter of a group table entry; and
reading a time stamp of an execution of the flow
table entry or the group table entry.

10. A network element (201) implementing an OpenFlow
controller (901), the OpenFlow controller to service
an OAM function request in a network implementing
OpenFlow, the OpenFlow controller to request that
a subset of OpenFlow switches (907) in the network
report metrics for an OpenFlow data flow to provide
the information for executing the requested OAM
function, the network element being characterized
in that it comprises:

the OpenFlow controller including an opera-
tions, administration and management, OAM,
module (903) and a message correlation mod-
ule (905),
the OAM module configured to execute the OAM
module to process the OAM function request by
executing an OAM function specified by the
OAM function request and generating a trigger
monitoring message, the trigger monitoring
message defining actions to be performed by an
OpenFlow switch in the subset of OpenFlow
switches, wherein the actions are to provide the
metrics for the OpenFlow data flow, wherein the
processor is further configured to execute the
OAM module to send the trigger monitoring mes-
sage to the OpenFlow switch, to execute the re-
quested OAM function using the metrics of the
OpenFlow data flow provided by the message
correlation module, and to return a result of the
requested OAM function,
the message correlation module communica-
tively coupled to OAM module, the message cor-
relation module configured to receive a plurality

of monitor response messages from the subset
of OpenFlow switches, each of the plurality of
monitor response messages including a metric
entry for each flow table or group table in which
a match for the OpenFlow data flow occurred in
a given OpenFlow switch, where each metric
entry includes any one of a flow table identifier,
a group identifier, a match structure, or a cookie
of a flow entry, wherein the processor is further
configured to execute the message correlation
module to correlate the plurality of monitor re-
sponse messages with the OAM function re-
quest.

11. The network element (201) of claim 10, wherein the
OAM module (903) is further configured to define a
OAM packet to be forwarded by the OpenFlow switch
(907) with the OpenFlow data flow.

12. The network element (201) of claim 10, wherein the
OAM module (903) is further configured to define
actions for a flow table or group table of an OpenFlow
switch module in the OpenFlow switch (907).

13. The network element (201) of claim 10, wherein the
OAM module (903) is further configured to define the
metrics to be reported by a protocol agent of the
OpenFlow switch (907).

14. The network element (201) of claim 10, wherein the
OAM module (903) is further configured to match the
monitor response messages with the requested
OAM function using an OAM packet within the mon-
itor response messages.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren, ausgeführt durch ein Netzwerkelement
(201), zum Umsetzen einer OpenFlow-Steuerung
(901), wobei das Verfahren ausgelegt ist zum Anfra-
gen, dass eine Untermenge von OpenFlow-Swit-
ches in den Netzwerkberichtsmetriken für einen
OpenFlow-Datenfluss ein Operations-, Administra-
tions- und Management-, OAM-, Modul mit Informa-
tionen zum Ausführen einer OAM-Funktion versor-
gen, wobei das Verfahren dadurch gekennzeich-
net ist, dass es die Schritte umfasst:

Empfangen, durch das OAM-Modul des Netz-
werkelements, einer Anfrage zum Ausführen
der OAM-Funktion;
Erzeugen, durch das OAM-Modul, einer Trig-
ger-Überwachungsnachricht, wobei die Trigger-
Überwachungsnachricht Handlungen definiert,
die durch einen OpenFlow-Switch (907) in der
Untermenge von OpenFlow-Switches ausge-
führt werden sollen, wobei die Handlungen die
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Metriken für den OpenFlow-Datenfluss bereit-
stellen sollen;
Senden der Trigger-Überwachungsnachricht zu
dem OpenFlow-Switch;
Empfangen einer Vielzahl von Überwachungs-
antwortnachrichten von der Untermenge von
OpenFlow-Switches, wobei jede der Vielzahl
von Überwachungsantwortnachrichten einen
Metrikeintrag für jede Flusstabelle oder Grup-
pentabelle enthält, in der eine Übereinstimmung
für den OpenFlow-Datenfluss in einem gegebe-
nen OpenFlow-Switch eingetreten ist, wobei je-
der Metrikeintrag irgend eines von einer Fluss-
tabellenkennung, einer Gruppenkennung, einer
Übereinstimmungsstruktur oder eines Cookies
eines Flusseintrags enthält;
Korrelieren der Vielzahl von Überwachungs-
antwortnachrichten mit der OAM-Funktionsan-
frage;
Ausführen, durch das OAM-Modul, der ange-
fragten OAM-Funktion durch Verwenden der
Metriken des OpenFlow-Datenflusses; und
Zurückgeben eines Ergebnisses der angefrag-
ten OAM-Funktion.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Erzeugen
der Trigger-Überwachungsnachricht weiter den
Schritt umfasst:

Definieren eines durch den OpenFlow-Switch
(907) mit dem OpenFlow-Datenfluss zu aggre-
gierendem OAM-Pakets.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Erzeugen
der Trigger-Überwachungsnachricht weiter den
Schritt umfasst:

Definieren von Handlungen für eine Flusstabelle
oder Gruppentabelle eines OpenFlow-Switch-
moduls in dem OpenFlow-Switch (907).

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Erzeugen
der Trigger-Überwachungsnachricht weiter den
Schritt umfasst:

Definieren der durch einen Protokoll-Agent
(909) des OpenFlow-Switches (907) zu berich-
tenden Metriken.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Korrelieren
der Vielzahl von Überwachungsantwortnachrichten
mit der OAM-Funktionsanfrage weiter den Schritt
umfasst:

Abgleichen der Überwachungsantwortnach-
richten mit der angefragten OAM-Funktion unter
Verwendung eines OAM-Pakets innerhalb der
Überwachungsantwortnachrichten.

6. Verfahren, ausgeführt durch ein Netzwerkelement
(201), zum Umsetzen eines OpenFlow-Switches
(907), wobei der OpenFlow-Switch einen Protokoll-
Agent (909) und ein OpenFlow-Switchmodul enthält,
wobei der OpenFlow-Switch ausgelegt ist zum Be-
richten von Metriken für einen OpenFlow-Datenfluss
an eine OpenFlow-Steuerung (901), wobei der
OpenFlow-Switch ein Operations-, Administrations-
und Management-, OAM-, Paket mit dem Open-
Flow-Datenfluss weiterleitet und die Metriken für den
OpenFlow-Datenfluss sammelt, wobei das Verfah-
ren dadurch gekennzeichnet ist, dass es die
Schritte umfasst:

Empfangen, durch den OpenFlow-Switch, einer
Trigger-Überwachungsnachricht von der Open-
Flow-Steuerung;
Erzeugen, durch den Protokoll-Agent, des
OAM-Pakets, wobei das OAM-Paket durch die
Trigger-Überwachungsnachricht definiert ist;
Weiterleiten des OAM-Pakets durch das Open-
Flow-Switchmodul, um das OAM-Paket mit dem
OpenFlow-Datenfluss zu aggregieren;
Erfassen des OAM-Pakets in dem OpenFlow-
Switchmodul;
Erzeugen, durch den Protokoll-Agent, einer
Überwachungsantwortnachricht in Antwort auf
das Erfassen des OAM-Pakets;
Sammeln der Metriken von dem OpenFlow-
Switchmodul für den OpenFlow-Datenfluss und
das OAM-Paket; und
Senden der Überwachungsantwortnachricht mit
den Metriken zu der OpenFlow-Steuerung, wo-
bei die Überwachungsantwortnachricht einen
Metrikeintrag für jede Flusstabelle oder Grup-
pentabelle enthält, in der eine Übereinstimmung
für das OAM-Paket in dem OpenFlow-Switch-
modul aufgetreten ist, wobei jeder Metrikeintrag
irgend eines von einer Flusstabellenkennung,
einer Gruppenkennung, einer Übereinstim-
mungsstruktur oder eines Cookies eines Flus-
seintrags enthält.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, weiter umfassen den
Schritt:

Hinzufügen einer Handlung zu einer Flusstabel-
le oder Gruppentabelle des OpenFlow-Switch-
moduls, wie in der Trigger-Überwachungsnach-
richt definiert.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, weiter den Schritt um-
fassend:

Einfügen, durch den Protokoll-Agent (909), des
OAM-Pakets in die Überwachungsantwortnach-
richt.
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9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, wobei das Sammeln
der Metriken weiter die Schritte umfasst:

Lesen eines Zählers eines Flusstabellenein-
trags oder eines Zählers eines Gruppentabel-
leneintrags; und
Lesen eines Zeitstempels einer Ausführung des
Flusstabelleneintrags oder des Gruppentabel-
leneintrags.

10. Netzwerkelement (201), das eine OpenFlow-Steue-
rung (901) umsetzt, wobei die OpenFlow-Steuerung
ausgelegt ist zum Bedienen einer OAM-Funktions-
anfrage in einem Netzwerk, des OpenFlow umsetzt,
wobei die OpenFlow-Steuerung ausgelegt ist zum
Anfragen, dass eine Untermenge von OpenFlow-
Switches (907) in den Netzwerkberichtsmetriken für
einen OpenFlow-Datenfluss die Informationen zum
Ausführen der angefragten OAM-Funktion bereit-
stellen, wobei das Netzwerkelement dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet ist, dass es umfasst:

die OpenFlow-Steuerung, beinhaltend ein Ope-
rations-, Administrations- und Management-,
OAM-, Modul (903) und ein Nachrichtkorrelati-
onsmodul (905),
wobei das OAM-Modul ausgebildet ist zum Aus-
führen des OAM-Moduls zum Verarbeiten der
OAM-Funktionsanfrage durch Ausführen einer
durch die OAM-Funktionsanfrage spezifizierten
OAM-Funktion und zum Erzeugen einer Trig-
ger-Überwachungsnachricht, wobei die Trigger-
Überwachungsnachricht Handlungen definiert,
die von einem OpenFlow-Switch in der Unter-
menge von OpenFlow-Switches ausgeführt
werden soll, wobei die Handlungen ausgelegt
sind zum Bereitstellen der Metriken für den
OpenFlow-Datenfluss, wobei der Prozessor
weiter ausgebildet ist zum Ausführen des OAM-
Moduls, um die Trigger-Überwachungsnach-
richt zu dem OpenFlow-Switch zu senden, zum
Ausführen der angefragten OAM-Funktion unter
Verwendung der Metriken des OpenFlow-Da-
tenflusses, die von dem Nachrichtenkorrelati-
onsmodul bereitgestellt werden, und zum Zu-
rückgeben eines Ergebnisses der angefragten
OAM-Funktion,
wobei das Nachrichtenkorrelationsmodul mit
dem OAM-Modul kommunikativ gekoppelt ist,
wobei das Nachrichtenkorrelationsmodul aus-
gebildet ist zum Empfangen einer Vielzahl von
Überwachungsantwortnachrichten von der Un-
termenge von OpenFlow-Switches, wobei jede
der Vielzahl von Überwachungsantwortnach-
richten einen Metrikeintrag für jede Flusstabelle
oder Gruppentabelle enthält, in der eine Über-
einstimmung für den OpenFlow-Datenfluss in
einem gegebenen OpenFlow-Switch eingetre-

ten ist, wobei jeder Metrikeintrag irgend eines
von einer Flusstabellenkennung, einer Grup-
penkennung, einer Übereinstimmungsstruktur
oder eines Cookies eines Flusseintrags enthält,
wobei der Prozessor weiter ausgebildet ist zum
Ausführen des Nachrichtenkorrelationsmoduls
zum Korrelieren der Vielzahl von Überwa-
chungsantwortnachrichten mit der OAM-Funk-
tionsanfrage.

11. Netzwerkelement (201) nach Anspruch 10, wobei
das OAM-Modul (903) weiter ausgebildet ist zum De-
finieren eines durch einen OpenFlow-Switch (907)
mit dem OpenFlow-Datenfluss weiterzuleitenden
OAM-Pakets.

12. Netzwerkelement (201) nach Anspruch 10, wobei
das OAM-Modul (903) weiter ausgebildet ist zum De-
finieren von Handlungen für eine Flusstabelle oder
Gruppentabelle eines OpenFlow-Switchmoduls in
dem OpenFlow-Switch (907).

13. Netzwerkelement (201) nach Anspruch 10, wobei
das OAM-Modul (903) weiter ausgebildet ist zum De-
finieren der durch einen Protokoll-Agent des Open-
Flow-Switches (907) zu berichtenden Metriken.

14. Netzwerkelement (201) nach Anspruch 10, wobei
das OAM-Modul (903) weiter ausgebildet ist zum Ab-
gleichen der Überwachungsantwortnachrichten mit
der angefragten OAM-Funktion durch Verwenden
eines OAM-Pakets innerhalb der Überwachungs-
antwortnachrichten.

Revendications

1. Procédé exécuté par un élément de réseau (201)
mettant en oeuvre un contrôleur OpenFlow (901), le
procédé demandant qu’un sous-ensemble de com-
mutateurs OpenFlow sur le réseau rapporte des don-
nées métriques sur un flux de données OpenFlow
afin de fournir à un module d’exploitation, d’adminis-
tration et de gestion, OAM pour « Operations, Admi-
nistration and Management », des informations afin
d’exécuter une fonction OAM, le procédé étant ca-
ractérisé en ce qu’il comprend les étapes consis-
tant à :

recevoir par le module OAM de l’élément de ré-
seau une demande d’exécution de la fonction
OAM ;
produire un message de déclenchement de sur-
veillance par le module OAM, le message de
déclenchement de surveillance définissant des
actions à exécuter par un commutateur Open-
Flow (907) dans le sous-ensemble de commu-
tateurs OpenFlow, les actions consistant à four-
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nir les données métriques sur le flux de données
OpenFlow ;
envoyer le message de déclenchement de sur-
veillance au commutateur OpenFlow ;
recevoir une pluralité de messages de réponse
de surveillance en provenance du sous-ensem-
ble de commutateurs OpenFlow, chacun des
messages dans la pluralité de messages de ré-
ponse de surveillance incluant un enregistre-
ment de données métriques pour chaque table
de flux ou table de groupes dans laquelle une
mise en correspondance du flux de données
OpenFlow s’est produite dans un commutateur
OpenFlow donné, chaque enregistrement de
données métriques incluant l’un quelconque
des éléments suivants : identificateur de table
de flux, identificateur de groupe, structure de
correspondance, cookie d’un enregistrement de
flux ;
corréler la pluralité de messages de réponse de
surveillance avec la demande de fonction OAM ;
exécuter la fonction OAM demandée par le mo-
dule OAM à l’aide des données métriques du
flux de données OpenFlow ; et
renvoyer un résultat de la fonction OAM deman-
dée.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’étape
de production du message de déclenchement de
surveillance comprend en outre l’étape consistant à :

définir un paquet OAM à agréger par le commu-
tateur OpenFlow (907) avec le flux de données
OpenFlow.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’étape
de production du message de déclenchement de
surveillance comprend en outre l’étape consistant à :

définir des actions pour une table de flux ou une
table de groupes d’un module de commutation
OpenFlow dans le commutateur OpenFlow
(907).

4. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’étape
de production du message de déclenchement de
surveillance comprend en outre l’étape consistant à :

définir les données métriques à rapporter par un
agent de protocole (909) du commutateur Open-
Flow (907).

5. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’étape
de corrélation de la pluralité de messages de répon-
se de surveillance avec la demande de fonction OAM
comprend en outre l’étape consistant à :

mettre les messages de réponse de surveillance

en correspondance avec la fonction OAM de-
mandée en utilisant un paquet OAM à l’intérieur
des messages de réponse de surveillance.

6. Procédé exécuté par un élément de réseau (201)
mettant en oeuvre un commutateur OpenFlow (907),
le commutateur OpenFlow comprenant un agent de
protocole (909) et un module de commutation Open-
Flow, le commutateur OpenFlow devant rapporter
des données métriques sur un flux de données
OpenFlow à un contrôleur OpenFlow (901), dans le-
quel le commutateur OpenFlow achemine un paquet
d’exploitation, d’administration et de gestion, OAM
pour « Operations, Administration and
Management », avec le flux de données OpenFlow
et recueille les données métriques sur le flux de don-
nées OpenFlow, le procédé étant caractérisé en ce
qu’il comprend les étapes consistant à :

recevoir par le commutateur OpenFlow un mes-
sage de déclenchement de surveillance prove-
nant du contrôleur OpenFlow ;
produire le paquet OAM par l’agent de protocole,
le paquet OAM étant défini par le message de
déclenchement de surveillance ;
acheminer le paquet OAM via le module de com-
mutation OpenFlow afin d’agréger le paquet
OAM avec le flux de données OpenFlow ;
détecter le paquet OAM dans le module de com-
mutation OpenFlow ;
produire un message de réponse de surveillan-
ce par l’agent de protocole en réponse à la dé-
tection du paquet OAM ;
collecter les données métriques du module de
commutation OpenFlow sur le flux de données
OpenFlow et le paquet OAM ; et
envoyer le message de réponse de surveillance
avec les données métriques au contrôleur
OpenFlow, le message de réponse de sur-
veillance incluant un enregistrement de don-
nées métriques pour chaque table de flux ou
table de groupes dans laquelle une mise en cor-
respondance du flux de données OpenFlow
s’est produite dans un commutateur OpenFlow
donné, chaque enregistrement de données mé-
triques incluant l’un quelconque des éléments
suivants : identificateur de table de flux, identi-
ficateur de groupe, structure de correspondan-
ce, cookie d’un enregistrement de flux.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 6, comprenant en
outre l’étape consistant à :

ajouter à une table de flux ou table de groupes
du module de commutation OpenFlow une ac-
tion définie dans le message de déclenchement
de surveillance.
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8. Procédé selon la revendication 6, comprenant en
outre l’étape consistant à :

insérer le paquet OAM dans le message de ré-
ponse de surveillance, par l’agent de protocole
(909).

9. Procédé selon la revendication 6, dans lequel l’étape
de collecte des données métriques comprend en
outre les étapes consistant à :

lire un compteur d’un enregistrement de table
de flux ou un compteur d’un enregistrement de
table de groupes ; et
lire un horodatage d’une exécution de l’enregis-
trement de table de flux ou de l’enregistrement
de table de groupes.

10. Élément de réseau (201) mettant en oeuvre un con-
trôleur OpenFlow (901), le contrôleur OpenFlow de-
vant exécuter une demande de fonction OAM sur un
réseau mettant en oeuvre l’OpenFlow, le contrôleur
OpenFlow demandant qu’un sous-ensemble de
commutateurs OpenFlow (907) sur le réseau rap-
porte des données métriques sur un flux de données
OpenFlow afin de fournir les informations afin d’exé-
cuter la fonction OAM demandée, l’élément de ré-
seau étant caractérisé en ce qu’il comprend :

le contrôleur OpenFlow incluant un module d’ex-
ploitation, d’administration et de gestion, OAM
pour « Operations, Administration and
Management », (903) et un module de corréla-
tion de messages (905) ;
le module OAM étant configuré pour exécuter
le module OAM afin de traiter la demande de
fonction OAM et en produisant un message de
déclenchement de surveillance, le message de
déclenchement de surveillance définissant des
actions à exécuter par un commutateur Open-
Flow dans le sous-ensemble de commutateurs
OpenFlow, les actions consistant à fournir les
données métriques sur le flux de données Open-
Flow, dans lequel le processeur est en outre
configuré pour exécuter le module OAM afin
d’envoyer le message de déclenchement de
surveillance au commutateur OpenFlow, d’exé-
cuter la fonction OAM demandée à l’aide des
données métriques du flux de données Open-
Flow fournies par le module de corrélation de
messages et de renvoyer un résultat de la fonc-
tion OAM demandée ;
le module de corrélation de messages étant cou-
plé au module OAM afin de communiquer avec
lui, le module de corrélation de messages étant
configuré pour recevoir une pluralité de messa-
ges de réponse de surveillance provenant du
sous-ensemble de commutateurs OpenFlow,

chaque message dans la pluralité de messages
de réponse de surveillance comprenant un en-
registrement de données métriques pour cha-
que table de flux ou table de groupes dans la-
quelle une mise en correspondance du flux de
données OpenFlow s’est produite dans un com-
mutateur OpenFlow donné, chaque enregistre-
ment de données métriques incluant l’un quel-
conque des éléments suivants : identificateur de
table de flux, identificateur de groupe, structure
de correspondance, cookie d’un enregistrement
de flux, dans lequel le processeur est en outre
configuré pour exécuter le module de corrélation
de messages afin de corréler la pluralité de mes-
sages de réponse de surveillance avec la de-
mande de fonction OAM.

11. Élément de réseau (201) selon la revendication 10,
dans lequel le module OAM (903) est en outre con-
figuré pour définir un paquet OAM à acheminer par
le commutateur OpenFlow (907) avec le flux de don-
nées OpenFlow.

12. Élément de réseau (201) selon la revendication 10,
dans lequel le module OAM (903) est en outre con-
figuré pour définir des actions pour une table de flux
ou table de groupes d’un module de commutation
OpenFlow dans le commutateur OpenFlow (907).

13. Élément de réseau (201) selon la revendication 10,
dans lequel le module OAM (903) est en outre con-
figuré pour définir les données métriques à rapporter
par un agent de protocole du commutateur Open-
Flow (907).

14. Élément de réseau (201) selon la revendication 10,
dans lequel le module OAM (903) est en outre con-
figuré pour mettre en correspondance les messages
de réponse de surveillance avec la fonction OAM
demandée en utilisant un paquet OAM à l’intérieur
des messages de réponse de surveillance.
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